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Summary.

This report treats the method of Guidorzi for the esti

mation of MIMO (Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output) -systems. This

method is extended with a D-matrix estimator and an estimator of

the offset. The method is implemented in a program written for

the PDP-11/60 system.

Some experiments are run with the program and result

in good reconstructions of the original outputs of the system.

The experiments are run with pre-defined systems and with

industrial systems. A first indication of the preformance in

the noise disturbed situation is obtained from the first group

of experiments. It turned out that with the used systems (4
and 5-dimensional state-vector) one may expect good estimation

up to a signal-to-noise-ratio of 10dB.

The second group of experiments indicates the useful

ness of this program for industrial systems.
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Introduction.

This report presents an estimation method for MIMO (i.e.

Mutiple-Input-Multiple-Output) -systems.

The study is a part of the investigation of MIMO-systems

and estimators for such systems. This identification problem is

solved according to the method, presented by R.P. Guidorzi, which

is fundamentaly based on the decomposition of the MIMO-system in

a group of MISO (Miltiple-Input-Single-Output) -systems, which

can be treated independently. This report discussed the structural

identification (chapter 1) and the parametric identification

(chapter 2). For this complete identification problem an algorithm

is develloped and realized in a program (chapter 3 and the users

guide of the program). Chapter 4 describes some experiments with

data generate with known systems. The results are given and dis

cussed in that chapter. The same is done in chapter 5 for some in

dustrial systems. Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions and chapter

7 presents some subjects for further study of this area.
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Chapter I

Structural Identification of MIMO-systems.

1.0 Introduction.

Definition (Zadeh,1962):

Identification is the determination, on basis of input

and output, of a system within a specified class of

systems, to which the system under test is equivalent.

The previous definition is quite general and leaves

many degrees of freedom. One has to make some restrictions,

which heavily condition the usefulness of an identification

procedure. In this report only linear discrete time-invariant

purely dynamic systems with an arbitrary number of inputs and

outputs will be considered.

Desirable restrictions for an identification proce

dure are (Guidorzi,1981; Bollen,1981):

a) Class of the models.

The choice for the class of the models is given by state

space representations. Too much weight should not be given

to this restriction, because almost all modern control

and optimization theory is based on the use of these re

presentations.

b) Class of the inputs.

The restriction of the class of inputs to particular

signals as for instance pulse functions, step functions,

white or coloured noise introduces very severe limita

tions to the real applicability of an identification

procedure. It is desirable to avoid limitations in the

class of inputs in order to allow the identification of

the process on the basis of normal operating records,

if these records contains enough information about

the system. There are on the contrary some input sequen

ces not suitable for the complete identification (e.g.

5



(1.Ia)

(I.lb)

the constant input).

c) Equivalence between the process and the model.

The equivalence between the process and the model ~s ba

sed on external behaviour of both. This equivalence de

finition leads to the exclusion of non complete observable

systems and models.

The choice of the state-space representation leads

to further considerations. It can first be noted that the

Lhoice of a parametri~ model requires the previous estimate

of the structure and the order of the process. It can also be

noted that the state-space model is not suited to be direct

ly used in an identification procedure using input- and ouc

put-data, because this representation doesn't describe an

explicit input-output relation. A third consideration is the

opportunity to model the process by means of a reduced (pos

sibly minimal) number of parameters in order to optimize the

computation time and storage allocation. A fourth consi

deration is the uniqueness of this state-space representa

tion.

The previous identification problem is solved for

SISO- (i.e. Single-Input-Single-Output) and MISO- (i.e. Mul

tiple-Input-Single-Output) systems (see for instance ~strom,

1970; van den Boom,1982). This report presents a solution for

MIMO- (i.e. Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output) systems.

If it is possible to decompose a MIMO-system into a

number of MISO-systems and if the order of each MISO-system

is known, then the problem ~s reduced to a number of already

solved problems, namely the identification of a MISO-system.

This decomposition problem will be mentioned the "structural

identification".

The choosen discrete models consists of the following

equations:

~(k+I)=A~(k)+B~(k)

y(k)=C~(k)+D~(k)

where: ~(k): p-dimensional input-vector at kL

y(k): q-dimensional output-vector at kL

~(k): n-dimensional state-vector at kL

A: system-matrix (n x n)

B: distribution-matrix (n x p)

6



C: output-matrix (q x n)

D: input-output-matrix (q x p)

T: sampling time

k: sample-number

p: number of inputs

q: number of outputs

n: order of the process

This chapter discusses the derivation of the obser

vable canonical model and the structural identification. The

first paragraph deals with the determination of the structure

of the canonical model from the state-space representation.

The second paragraph treats the derivation of the o~servable

canonical state-space representation. The chird and fourth pa

ragraphs give the structural identification in the noiseless

qase (third paragraph) and in the noise disturbed case (fourth

paragraph). In this chapter a proper system is assumed. The

theory doesn't alter if a strictly proper system is assumed.

The only difference is that the strictly proper case results

in a better conditioned information matrix.

1.1 The calculation of the structural invariants

from the state-space representation.

Let a system be given by the quadruplet {A.B.C.D}

(equation (1.1)) and let this system be completely observable.

Construct then q sequences of vectors as follows:
T (T 2c ,A c , A ) c , ....

-1 -1 -1

T T 2c ,A c , (A ) c
-:2 -2 -2

, .... 0.2)

. T T 2
C , A c ,(A ) c , •...
-q -q -q

where: c~: the i-th row of the matrix C=(c I ... Ic )T
~ 1 q

One can show easily that relation (1.2) is are-formulation

of the observability matrix (Bollen,198l. Guidorzi,1975; Hadjasinski.1980):
f- ( T i ( T I 2 TIT.- C I CA) (CA) I •••••• ) (1.3)

Re-crder the sequences of equation (1.2) as follows:

If a

TIT T 2c,c , ... ,c ,A c,A c , ... ,Ac ,(A) c , ...
-1 -2 --q -1 -2 '""'<.J. -1

( T)s .
vecto~ A ~i ~s dependent on the preceeding

( 1.4)

accepted ones of



i-th struccural invariant v. is Set ~~ sand
1

of the i-ch sequence of relation (1.2) with

relation (1.4) then the

all the vectors (AT)jc.
-1

j~s are deleted from equation (1.4). This has to be done for every

( 1 .5)

output. The name structural invariant will become clear in the next

paragraph.

It ~s now possible to write the following relation for
T vi

every dependent vector (A) c.:
-1

T V. q v.. Til
(A ) ~c.=L: L~J 0. .• leA ) - C.

-1 j =1 1=I ~ J , -J

for i=j

for i>j

for i<j

where: v .. =V.
1J 1

V •• =uri n (v. + I , V • )
1J 1 J

V .. =min(v. ,V.)
1J 1 J

Because of the complete observability

holds (Luenberger,I967):

( 1 .6)

of the process, it

q
L:
j = I

V.=n
J

(1.7)

1.2 The determination of the observable canonical

state-space representation.

After the computation of the structural invariants

vi' it is possible to compose the following transformation

matrix T:
T T V -I T V -I

T=(c IA c ! •• I (A ) 1 c Ic fA c I .. I (AT) 2 c I...
-1 -1 -1 -2 -Z -Z

T T V -I T
···Ic IA c I .• I (A ) q c)

-q -q -q
Define now a new state-vector x:

(I. 8)

x=Tx ( I .9)

The new state-space representation follows from equation (1.1)

and equation (1.9) and runs as:

~(k+I)=F~(k)+G~(k)

Z(k)=H~(k)+D~(k)

where: F=TAT- 1

G=TB

H=CT- I

8
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This state-space representation ~s called the observable

canonical state-space representation. The matrices F and G

have a special structure as shown in equation (I. II) and

equation (1.12) (Pfennings, 19133):

F= F

F ]
1 1 lq

F F
ql qq

where: F .. = 0
~~

I v.-I
~

0 0

Ct. •• Ct. ••
~~. 1 ~~,2

( I. I I)

o

Ct. ••
~~.v.

~

and F .. = 0
~J

• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 0

o .. .. .. .. • . . . . • • • • • .. 0

Ct. ••
~.J • 1

••• Ct. •• 0 •• 0
~J , V ••

~J

(1 • 12)... 0]
• •• 0

.
o

o 0

o 0

1 0
t
V +V + ••. +v+l-th

1 2. q- 1

column

o
o

000

o 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
t t
first V +I-th

1

column column

o 0

I : s-dimensional identity-matrix
s

Ct. •• 1: as in equation (1.5)
~J •

v.. : as in equation (1.6)
~J

1 0and: H=

( 1 • 13)

( I • 14)d '\

... ~ IP]
qp

gn 1

0= (d Id I .. • Id / = rd-1 -2 -q 11

d
, q 1

The matrices G and 0 have no special structure and can be writ

ten generally as follows:

G=(a la I •. ,Ig )T= g
1 2 =n 11

The name structural invariant for v. is becoming clear now, for
~

these invariants give the structure of the matrices F and H. Some-
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times one may find the name "Kronecker Indices" instead of

structural inv&riants (Guidorzi,1981, Hadjasinski,1980).

Because of the simplicity of the canonical ~tate

space representation, the state-vector can be calculated from

the input- and output-data. For the i-th subsystem holds

(from equation (1.12) and (1. lOa»:

x I(k)=y.(k)-d~.u(k)v +V +.. +V. + L -L-
_ 1· 2 L-I T T

Xv +V +.. +V. +2(k)=z(Yi(k)-ii·~(k»-~ +V + .• +v. +1 .~(k)
1 2 L-I T 1 2 L-I

XV +V +.. +V. 1+3(k)=z2(Yi(k)-ii·~(k»-
1 2 L- T

-~ +V +.. +V. +I·z~(k)-
T 1 2 L-I (1.15)

-~ +v +.. +V. +2·~(k)
1 2 L-I

vi-I T
x" (k)=z (y. (k)-d. .~(k»-

v +v + +v. L -L v.-2
1 2 L T L

-g + +I'z u(.k)- •••
=J v +.. +V. I . -

1 T2 1-
••• -g .u(k)

=J +V +•.•... +V . -I -
1 2 L

The i-th subsystem is given completely by equation (1.15).

This can be done for every output and then equation (1.15)

results in:

~(k)=V(z){X(k)-D~(k)}-WZ(z)~(k)

where: V(z)= I 0 0

zOO

( I • 16)

:V -I
z 1 0 0

-
0 1 0

0 z 0

:V -I
0 z 2 0 (1.17)

.. .. ..
- - -0 0 1

0 0 z

:V -I
0 0 z

q

where: -I
z the delay operator.

10



\-l 0 0 ·.............. 0

T 0 0g ·..............
-1

T T
0g g · ..............

-2 -1

T T T
0 0~\) -I ~\) -2 ~1 ..

- J - .l - - - - -
0 0 ·.............. 0

T
0 0~\) +1 · ..............

1 (I .18)

T T 0 0~v +v -I .......
~ +1 ..

- .l 2 -~-

~ ~ - - - - .:.

0 0 ·.............. 0

T
0 0

~-V +1 ·..............
q

T T T
0 0

~-I ~-2 .8n-v +1 .
q

Z(z)= I p

zIp (1.19)

:v -I
n

I pz
J

where: V =max (v.)
n . I ~

~= ,q
I : s-th dimensional identity-matrix

s
The substitution of equation (1.16) in equation (1.IOa) leads

to the input-output description:

(zI -F)V(z)y(k)={(zI -F)WZ(z)+G+(zI -F)V(z)D}u(k)
n - n n-

( I .20)

In equation (1.20) only q out of the n relations are signifi

cant, the remaining ones are simple identities. The signifi

cant ones are the v -th,v +\) -th, ... ,n-th relations. These q
1 1 2

relations can be rewritten in the form:

P(z)Z(k)=Q(z)~(k)+P(z)D~(k)

where: P(z)= p (z) P (z)1
11 1q

(1.21)

p (z)
qq

11



Q(z)= q (z)
I 1

q (z)
IP

q (z)
~,p

+ •••

\). \).-1
~ ~

p .. (Z)=Z -ex.. z - ... -ex .. 2z- ex .. 1
~~ ~~,\). ~~, ~~,

~ .. -1
p .. (z)=-ex.. z ~J - .•. -ex .. 2z- ex .. 1

q q , \). . q , ~J ,
~J (1.22)

\).-1
~

q .. (z) =S ( ) . zq \) +\) +.• +\). ,J
1 2 ~

where:

... +S ( .\) +.. +\) . +1) , J
1 ~-I

where: S.. is an element of
~J

(1.23)

B=MG= S
1 1 . .• S ]IP.

Snp

where:

-ex Iq,2
-ex 0

Iq'\)lq

-ex 0 0 -ex 0 0
II'\)I Iq'\)1

1 0 ... 0 0 o q 0 0- - - - - - - - - - - - -
• I

- - - .- - ..:. ..:. .. ..:. - - _. I

-exq 1,2 -ex
q 1,3

-ex
ql'\)ql

0 -ex
qq,2 -a 1qq,\)

q

-ex 0 0 0 -ex 0 0
ql,\) 1 qq,\)

o q 0 0 0 1 q 0 0
(I .24)

1.3 The structural identification from noiseless

input- and output-data.

The input-output description makes it possible to

derive the structural invariants from the input- and output

data. From equation (1.21) follows for the s-th re~ation

(Guidorzi,1975; Guidorzi,1981; Bollen,1981):
q p p 'l
L: p. (z)y . (k)=E q. (z)u . (k)+L: (L: p (z)d l)u l(k)
• 1 s ~ ~ . I SJ J 1 1 1 sm m
~= J = = m=

( I .25)

12



where: p .. (z) as in equation ( 1.22)
lJ

q .. (z) as in equation ( I .23)
lJ

d .. as in equation ( I . 14)
lJ

...:.(k): the i-th element af .l.(k). 1

u, (k) : the i-th element of ~(k)
1

We will first restrict our attention to strictly proper systems.
Later on in § 2.5 we will look at the non-purely dynamic case.

1[ is possible to write y.lk+~.) as function of the previous
1 1

~se~ equation 1.25) input- and output-data as follows lfrom

e::.uations (1.22) and (1.23»:

q \) ..
y. (k+'v. )=L: (L: 1Ja... y. (k+m-I) )+f (u(k) ,u(k+I), .. ,u(k+\,:. -1»

1 1.-I _I lJ, m J - - - 1
J- m- (1.26)

where: f(u(k), .. ,u(k+v.-I» is a short notation for the
- - 1

right-hand side of equation (1.25)

It is obvious that this sample y.(k+v.) is dependent of all
1 1

previous input- and output-data. This dependency can be used

to find the structural invariants.

Compose a matrix R(I, .. ,II 1, •• ,1) as follows:

R(I,oo,lll,oo,I)=(y (k),z. (k),oo,Y (k)\u (k), ..
-1 2 ~-1

00 , u (k» ( I. 27)
T -p

where: y.(k)=(y.(k),y.(k+I), .. ,y.(k+L-I»-t 1 1 1

u. (k)=(u. (k) ,u. (k+I), .. ,u. (k+L-I»
-1 1 1 1

R(o , .. ,0 18 1, •• ,8 ): the matrix R composed
1 q q+ q+p

out of: 8 vectors of output I
1

8 vectors of output 2
2

8 vectors of output q
q

8 vectors of inputq+1

6 vectors of input pq+p

where: L: the number of samples in one vector.

The input-signals are assumed to be persistly ex

citing, i.e. they contain enough information to identify the sys

tem. If this assumption is not fulfilled, then it is possible

that one may find a smaller structural invariant of a subsys-

tem during the procedure as stated below.

If the matrix R(I, ... ,1) is non singular, then it

is possible to extend this matrix with y (k+l) to the matrix
-1

13



R(2,1, ... ,I) as follows:

R(2,1, .. ,1)=(y (k),y (k+I),y (k),y (k), .. ,u (k»
-1 -1 -2 -3 -p

(1.28)

If the matrix R(2,1, .. ,I) remains non singular, then it is

possible to extend this matrix with y (k+l) to R(2,2,1 , .. ,1),
-2

and so on. This goes on till matrix R becomes singular. The

matrix R can be written as follows:

R(s,s, ... ,s,s-I,s-I, .. ,s-I)=(y (k), .. ,y (k+s-I),1.. (k), ..
t -1 -1 2

. h .. ,y (k+s-I), .... ,1..(k), ..
~-t output -2 ~

•. ,y.(k+s-I),v. I(k), ....
_~ L~+

.,y. l(k+s-2), •... ,u (k), .•
-~+ -p

.. , u (k+s-2» (I. 29)
-p

dependent of all previous vectorsIn other words 1... (k+s-I) is
~ .

~n matrix R(s,s, .. ,s,s-I,s-I, ... ,s-I).
t

i-th output

Exactly the same is stated in equation (1.26). Comparison of

the sample-numbers of y.(k+v.) in equation (1.26) and y.(k+s-I)
~ ~ -~

in equation (1.29) gives V.=s-I. The vector y.(k+s-I) in equa-
~ ~

tion (1.29) is now deleted from R and procedure is continued

with the extension of the i+l-th output, without increasing

of o. (see equation (1.27». This has to be done till all q
~

structural invariants are known.
Remark: The number L has to be large enough, otherwise R may

become singular before all the structural invariants

are known. This will happen if the number of columns

becomes greater then the number of rows. The minimal

value of L is p, given by:

( I .30)
q

p=l: (vM.)+pv
Mi= I l.

where: vM=max (v.). ~
~= I ,q

vMi=max(VM+I,V i ) i<a

vM.=max(vM,v.) i>a
~ . ~

VMi=VM+I i=a

a: largest number of the output which has

structural invariant vM

14



This algorithm seems very simple, but there are a

few drawbacks. The detection of a singularity can be quite

difficult if a lot of vectors are appearing. The detection

takes a lot of computation time and storage allocations. The

refore it is useful to construct a matrix as follows:
T

8(0 , ... ,0 )=R (0 , .. ,0 )R(o , •• ,0 ) (l.31)
1 p+q 1 p+q 1 p+q

where: R(o , .. ,0 ) as in equation (1.27)
1 p+q

This matrix 8 is a symmetrical (square) matrix of dimensions

K x K, where K is:

p+q
K=L: O.

i= I ~
(l.32)

It can be shown that the matrix 8 is singular then and only

then if the matrix R ~s singular. 80 the described procedure

can remain identically. There is no need to compute first ma

trix R and afterwards matrix 8 after every extension, because

it is possible to find the extended matrix 8 from the prev~ous

one and the aviable data, without intermediate construction

of the matrix R. This can be done as follows:

Let j be the output or input which has to be extended.

The upper left block of 8 with dimensions K'X K' has

not to be altered.

j
K' =L: O.

i= I ~

8=

.:. ....
+K'
+K'+I

+K+I

The right upper block with dimensions K'X (K-K') has to

be shifted one column to the right. The lower left block

with dimensions (K-K') x K' has to be shifted one row

downwards. The lower left block with dimensions (K-K') x

(K-K') has to be shifted one column to the right and one

row downwards. The new matrix 8 has dimensions (K+I) x

(K+I). The K'~I-th column and row has to be filled with

inproducts:

8(~'+I,m)=8(m,K'+1)2r .y.(k+o.)
-m -J J

where: Em: m-th vector from matrix R(O"

15
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which can be compo~ed from the daLe

L' (k ...5 .): a.dded vectcr
J J

~ 3ingula.ricy Jf [he matrix S can be detected as & zero deter-

minant.
Remark: Note that the dimensions of the mat~ix S (Lv.xIv.)

1 1

are smaller then the dimensions of the matrix R

(LxIv.), because of the fact that L had to be choosen
1

before the procedure is started and then the struc-

tural invariants are unknown.

1.4 The structural identification from noise

disturbed input- and output-data

The structural identification in the noiseless case

makes use of the singularity of a matrix composed out of in

put- and output-data. In the presence of noise, however, this

matrix, as shown in equation (1.29) will never become singular.

It is obvious that another method has to be developed.

There are several possibilities, such as:

- a strong decrease of the determinant of the matrix S

- a strong decrease of the smallest pivot when a LU-decomposi-

tion according to Crout (Veltkamp,1980) is used

- a test based on the singular value decomposition

None of these is choosen in this report. In this report the

"Range Error Test" (Guidorzi,1982) will be used. One of the

advantages of this method is that an estimate of the Per Cent Recon

struction Error (PCRE) is avialable, which shall be called PPCRE

(i.e. Predicted PCRE). In other words: After execution of the

structural identification algorithm one has an idea about the

accuracy of the model, which shall be constructed.

Two of the mentioned methods are implemented by R.

Bollen (Bollen,1981), these are the methods based on deterni-

nants and pivots. See for results Bollen, 1981.

The range error test runs as follows:

Let ¢ be a regular matrix, which has to be extended with a

vector ~, partly not belonging to the range of ~. It is pos-
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sible to decompose the Ve":'C,... c t~ i.nto the projecti.on .':::.1;' and an

orthonormal part ~, th·.l.o>:

w=w +e=<P1:;+e
-.::.¢ - --

Consider now the extended matrix ~:

TTl~=(<PI~) (<PI~)=(<PI~+~) (¢ ~+~)=

[

T T.T ]= <P <P <P ~+<P ~

T T T T
~<P+~ ¢ ~+~ ~

( I .34)

( 1. 35)

Making use

det[~

of the following property:
-I

~J~det(A)det(D-CA B)

( I .39)

added input- or output-vector for w

One can easily see that the added

(1.40)

the determinant of ~ can be written as follows:
T T T T T -I T

det(~)=det(<P ¢)det(~+~~-~¢(<P ¢) ¢~) (1.36)

Note that ~T¢ and ¢T~ are £ and QT, because of the orthonormality

of ~ and ¢. The last term of equation (1.36) can be rewritten as

follows (from equation (1.34»:
T T -I T T T -I T T T

~<P(<P <p) <P ~~¢(¢ ¢) <P ¢1.=~¢1.~ (1.37)

Substitution of equation (1.37) in equation (1.36) results in:
T T T T

det(~)=det(¢ ¢)det(~~)=~ ~ det(¢ ¢) (1.38)

It is now possible to write the following relation for the

norm of the error e:
- T

norm(~)=/(det(~)/det(¢ ¢»

This relation becomes useful if the following substitutions

are used: S for <P

extended S for ~

vector y.(k+s) for
-1

s~Vi should belong to the range of S. The noise on this output

causes the error between y.(k+s) and the range of S. Further ex
-1

tension of the matrix S' i~ unnecessary and the norm of the

error "hc!lL stabilize ,1.1 the llL'.lSe-parameters are time-i.n

variant), if one performs the extension.

A derived quantity is used in this report, namely

the PPCRE, defined by:

IT =IOOnorm(e)/I(L-I)O.
t< - 1

where: K as i~ equation (1.32)

0i: the voriance of output i, which has been

extended

17



(1.41)

The algorithm runs as follws:

(definition of ~ (0 ,0 ," ,0 ) as 5 (0 ,0 , .. ,0 + ) in equation
1 2 p+q 1 2 P q

(1.31), using noise disturbed input- and output-data)

Define: det(~(O, .. ,O))=1

Construct: ~(I,O, .. ,0)

Compute: II =100/(det(S(1 ,0, .. ,0))/det(~(0,.. ,0)) (L-I))/a
1 1

Construct: ~(1,1,0, .. ,0)

Compute: IT = 100v (de t (S ( 1, 1,0, .. , 0) ) / de t (~( 1,0, .. , 0) ) (L-I ) ) / a
2 2

And so on.

If II has been computed (which corresponds with 5(2,1, ... I)),
p+q+l

it is possible to compare this value with II . The same can be
1

done for II 2 and IT , and so on.p+q+ 2
In this way it is possible to construct q sequences

as follows:

ITI,ITp+q+I,IT2(p+q)+I""

IT2,ITp+q+2,IT2(p+q)+2"".. .

. ITq,ITP+Q+Q,IT2(p+q)+q""
If in such a sequence the value

then the

set to j

This has

of IT stabilizes from IT ,
j(p+q)+i

i-th structural invariant has been reached and v. is
~

and the PPCRE for the i-th output is set to IT.( )"
J p+q +~

to be done for every output. This algorithm has one

drawback: If stabilization has to be detected, one has to

compute at least one extra IT-value, which results in p+q ex

tra extensions of S. A second drawback of the algorithm can

be noticed. If a system has one extreme large structural ~n

variant, then the matrix S becomes ill-conditioned.

This second drawback can be cancelled as follows:

If a structural invariant is found, then it is possible to set

O. to V. and then the extension of this output is stopped.
~ ~
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Chapter 2

Parametric Identification of MIMO-systems.

2.0 Introduction.

This chaptar discusses the parametric identifica

tion of MIMO-systems, using the q parametric identifications

of the MI80-systems. The order of each subsystem is found

during the structural identification (chapter I) and given

by v. for the i-th subsystem (I~i~q).
1

The subjects of this chapter are:

- least squares estimator (paragraph 2.1)

- compensated least squares estimator (paragraph 2.2)

- equivalence between the last eigenvector estimator and the

compensated least squares estimator.

- calculation of the offset (paragraph 2.4)

- estimation of the D-matrix (paragraph 2.5)

In this chapter the following shortened notations

for the i-th subsystem will be used:

R. =R(v.
1
,v.

2
, ••• ,v. ,v., ... ,v.)1,e 1 1 1q 1 1

T
8. =R. R.1,e 1,e 1,e

R. 1 =R(V·I,··,v .. +I, •• ,V. ,v., .. ,v.)1+,e 1 11 1q 1 1
T

8. 1 =R. R.1+,e 1+I,e 1+I,e

(2. 1a)

(2.lb)

(2. 1c)

(2. 1d)

equivalent to R. ,8. ,R. 1 '1,e 1,e 1+,e
noise disturbed data instead of

R. ,So ,R'
I

,So1,e 1,e 1+,e 1+I,e
8. 1 ' composed out of1+ ,e
noiseless data

where: R(o ,0 , ... ,6 ) equivalent to equation (1.27)
1 2 p+q

v .. as in equation (1.6)
1J

In the first four paragraphs a strictly proper sys-

tem 1S assumed (i.e. D=0). In the fifth paragraph the theory

is extended to proper systems (i.e. D not necessarily equals

the zero-matrix). In mostly all paragraphs a derivation for

the i-th subsystem is given. It may be obvious that the de

scribed algorithms should be executed for all the subsystems.
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If all the parameters of all the subsystems are known, then

the complete MIMO-system is parametrized.

2. I Least squares estimator.

For a strictly proper system the relation mentioned

1n equation (1.26) reduces to:

\!. . \! .
q 1J P 1

Yi (k+\!i)=~ 0:: a iJ· ,mYj (k+m-I»+~ 0:: B(\! +\! +•. +\!. l+m) ,j
J = I m= I J = I m= 1 1 2 1-

(2.2)u. (k+m-I»
J

where: a .. k as in equation (1.5)
1J ,

B.. as in equation (1.23)
1J

\! .. as in· equation (1.6)q
obvious that this relation holds only if the signalsIt is

are not noise disturbed. In vector notation this relation

runs as:

\!. . \! .
q 1J P 1

z.. (k+\!.)=l: (l: a .. y.(k+m-I»+1: (l: B( + + + +m),J'
1 1. I I 1J ,rn-J . I I \! \! • \!. IJ = m= J = m= 2 1-

u. (k+m-I»
-J

where: y.(k) as in equation (1.27)
-1

u.(k) as in equation (1.27)
-1

This relation can be rewritten as follows:

(2.3)

(2.4)y.(k+\!.)=R. y.
-1 1 1,e-1
where: y .=(a. I I'" ,a. I la' 2 I'" ,a. 2 I··· ·Ia. I"-1 1, 1 ,\!ill , 1 , \! i2 1q,

.,a. IB( ) , .. ,B( ) 11·.1q , \) . \! +•. +\! . I+ I ,I \! +•. +\!. ,
1q 1 1- 1 1

•. IB( I) , .. ,B( »\! +.. +\! . 1+ , P \! +.. +\! . , P
1 1- 1 1

This relation can be rewritten in the following form, which

can be used as estimator for y.:
"T -1 T -1
y.=(R. R. ) R. y.(k+\!.) (2.5)-1 1,e 1,e 1,~1 1
where: y. contains the estimated parameter values

-1

This estimator is called the least squares estimator. From

theoretical point of view this estimator performs only satis-
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(2.6)

(2.7)

factorily in the noiseless case. In the noise disturbed case

the compensated lease squares estimator (subject of the following

paragraph) should give better 7esults. Practically it holds

that the compensated least squares estimator performs only sa-

tisfactorilY if the variances of the noises, which are added

0n the signals, are known or at least approximated very well.

It this last mentioned condition is nnt fulfilled then the

use of the least square estimator has to be used. One should

then be aware of biased estimates of the parameters, which can

be the result of the use of the least squares estimator ~n the

case of noise disturbed data (van den Boom, 1982).

2.2 The compensated least squares estimator.

If the input- and output-data are disturbed with mu

tual uncorrelated white noise with a zero mean and which are

Lndependent on the input-signals, the noisy input- and output

vectors can be denoted as (Guidorzi, 1975, 1981):

y. (k)=v. (k)+d(y. (k))
-J LJ - -J

u.(k)=u.(k)+d(u.(k))
-J -J --J
where: Y.(k): disturbed output-vector-J

l..j(k): noiseless output-vector as ~n equation (1.27)

d(y.(k)): noise-vector of the output- -J
u.(k): disturbed input-vector-J

~j(k): noiseless input-vector as in equation (1.27)

d(uJek)): noise-vector of the input

A~ n~re~ ip, ?aragraph 2. I the least squares estimator leads to

biased estimates of 1.. If the statistics of the noise are
-~

known, Lt i~ possible to detect and el~minaL~ th~s bias. Ie

3~0~il, it the noise has a zero mean and the no~se ~s not

correlated with the input- and output-signals of the system, that

(Guidorzi, 1975):

1 · l?< • I ( )p ~m -L~' =l~~LS. +N d
L~ ~,e L~ ~,e -

where: S. as ~n equation (2.lb)
~,e

~. as ~n equation (2.1)
~,e

N(i); the covariance-matrix of the no~se
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(2.8)

Under

d=(d(y (k)),d(y (k+J)), ,d(u (k+v.-l)))
- - -1 - - I - -p ~

these conditions it also stands that:
. Ii"lT - ( ). J,. ( )

pl~~~. ~. k+v. =l~rntR. y. k+v. +n.
L-+<Xl ~ , e ~ ~ L.... DQ ~, e-~ ~-~

L+-Io(-I

where: n:=lim(IL (d(y (j))d(Yi(j+v.))), ..
-~ L-+<Xl j=k 1 ~

JL+I<-t
.. ,-L: (d (u (j +v . - J ) ) d (y. (j +v . ) ) ) )

L. k P ~ ~ ~
J=

lilLJS i.f 'the st,qtistics of the noise. are known it is possible to
T

construct consistent estimates of R. y.(k+v.) and S. as fol-
~,~~ ~ ~,e

lows:

~: Y.(k+V.)=R: y.(k+v.)-n .. L
~,e--~ ~ ~,e--~ ~-~ (2.9)

S. =S. -LN(d)
~,e ~,e

where: S. an estimate for
~,e

~. an estimate for
~,e

i.(k+v.): an estimate
~ i.

S.
~,e

R.
~,e

for ~. (k+v. )
~ ~

(2. 10)

(2.11)

a relation for the covari-

The compensated least square estimator is found by substitution

of equation (2.9) in equation (2.5) and runs as:
-I T "y.=S. ~. v.(k+v.)

~ ~,e ~,~~ ~

Note that if the same amount of noise ~s added on every input

and output and if the noise has a zero mean and is not corre

latQd with the input- and output-data and if non-overlapping

sets of data are used, then N(d) equals 02 r and n. equals 0,- -~-

where 0 2 is the variance of the noise. In this case equation

(2.10) can be rewritten as follows:
"(~ 2 -I~T - ( )y.=~. -10 I) ~. v. k+v.
-~ ~,e ~ ,~~ ~

Further more it is possible to give
,

ance-matrix of the estimates of the parameter-vector y.
~

(Guidorzi,1981,1975, Koopmans,1935):

cov(V.)=(I+y7y.)(S. -10 2 1)-'02 (2.12)
..l-~ -~-~ ~,e

Remark: One has to assume a lot about the added noise before an

usable estimate of y. (as in equation (2.11)) is ob
-~

tained. In practice these conditions will nearly never

be fulfi lled.

Guidorzi suggests (Guidorzi, 1975, 1981) to use the

least eigenvalue of the matrix S as estimate of L0 2 • The defi

nition of the least eigenvalue shall be given in the next para-
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(2.13)

used to estimate the parameter-This least eigenvalue is

1~, which is given by:
-~

",+ '" I Ty. =(y. -I)
-~ -~

~s known one can easily derive y ..
-~

In the next paragraph the equivalence ~s shown be-

tween this so called least eigenvector estimator and the compen-

vector

graph.

sated '2~S( squarc~ estimat~r.

2.3 Equivalence between the compensated least squares

estimator and the the least eigenvector estimator.

In paragraph 2.2 is stated that Al . (the least
,~

eigenvalue) is used to calculate the least eigenvector 1: of
-~

S. I . Assume now:
~+ ,e

~ "'+A ",+ (2.14)
i + I , e-Li= 1, i Yi

It is obvious that the matrix R. 1 can be written as follows
~+ ,e

(after column-switching, which does not influence the properties

ofR'
1

):
~+ ,e

.R. I =(R. !y.(k+V.)) (2.15)
~+ ,e ~,e -~ ~

where: R. I ,R. as in equation (2.1)
~+,e ~,e

i. (k+v.) as in equation (1.27) composed out of
~ . ~

noisy data

Using equation (2.ld) and equation (2.15) equation (2.14) re

sults in:

[
~ .
~,e

i:(k+V.)iL
~ ~ ~,e

?l T - ( ] ['" ] \ ["']
~. Z· k+v.) y. =A l . y.
~,e ~ ~ ~,~ ~

i~(k+Vi)ii(k+V i ) -1 -I

(2.16)
This relation can be splitted up into two parts as follows:

~. Y.-R: Y.(k+V.)=A
l

.1.. (2.17)
~,~~ ~,~~ ~ ,~~

(2.19)

(2.18)

and
_T( )?l '" _T -y. k+v.~. Y.-y.(k+v.)y.(k+v.)=-A .
-~ ~ ~,~~ -~ ~ -~ ~ l,~

Equation (2.17) can be rewritten as follows, which proves the

assumption of (2.14):

y.=(S. -AI .I)-litT Y.(k+v.)
-~ ~ , e , ~ ~ , e--~ 1

which is exactly the same relation as ~n equation (2.11) using

Al . as approximation for La 2
•

,1

(2.20)

Substitute equation (2.19) in equation (2.18). This

gives the following relation:
-T ?l 1'< -1 T -y. (k+v. )~. (". -AI' I) it. y. (k+V.)-
-1 _ T 1 ~ ~e ~ , e , 1 ~ , e-~ 1

y.(k+v.)y.(k+v.)=-A
l

.
-~ ~ -~ ~ ,1
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(2.22)

Equation (2.20) gives the expression from which At . can be sol-
• 1

ved.

This least eigenvalue m~n~m~ze an error function (Guidorzi,

1981,1975).

2.4 The calculation of the offset.

It is possible that the output of a system is re

corded with a disturbing offset. In other words: the output-sig

nal contains a constant level which is not caused by the input

signal of that system. This can be written as follows:
+

y (k)=~(k)+£ (2.21)

where: y(k) as in equation (1.1)
Tc=(c , .•• ,c ) : the offset-vector

-+ 1 q
~ (k): the_recorded output-vector

The information-matrix R~ can be split up in two pa~ts as fol
~,e

lows:

R~ =R. +R~
~,e ~,; ~.e

where: R. as in equation (2.1a) composed out of recorded
~.e

data

R. as in equation (2.la) composed out of cor
~,e

rected data

R~ =(c , .. ,c Ie , .. ,c 1... lc , .. ,c·lo, ... ,O)
~ •e '(I -. '(2 -~ -;<I """'S 7' -;-

v. -
~q

columns

pv.-
~

columns

c.: a vector containing L elements c.
-~ . ~

If the values of the offset-vector c are not known, then it is

not possible to correct the output sequences before using an

estimation algorithm. This paragraph gives a solution for this

problem, which results in an estimate of the offset-vector to

gether with the parameter-vector y. of the system.
-~

Note that the structural identification as described

in chapter 1 isn't theoretically disturbed by the offset. In

practice the matrix S becomes ill-conditioned. But the para

metric identification isn't adapted to this problem. The

adaption consists of adding a vector containing L elements

1 to the information matrix R. , as follows:
~,e
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R~+ =(R~ jl)=(R. IO)+(R7 11) (2.23)
1,e 1~~ - 1,e - 1,e -

where: R. : the extended information-matrix
1, e + c

R. ,R. ,R. as in equation (2.22)
1,e 1,e 1,e

l: a vector containing L elements, which equals I

0: L-dimensional zero-vector

(2.24)

Substitute equation (2.23) in equation (2.4).
++ ",,_ +1 )R. ).-y.\,k+\).
1, e-'-1 -; 1

where: R.+ as in equation (2.23)
1, e T T

y~=(y. 16.) : the extended parameter-vector-1 -1 1
6=(6 , ... ,6 ) vector containing information
- 1 q

the offset

about

(2.28)

+
~.(k+\).) as in equation (1.27) composed out of

1 1

recorded data

Equation (2.24) can be rewritten as follows (using equation (2.23)

and equation (2.21»:

((R. IO)+(R7 11»(Y:I~.)T=y.(k+V.)+c. (2.25)
1 ,e - 1 ,e - -1 1 '"-l 1-1

where: R. as in equation (2.1)
~,e

R. as in equation (2.22)1,e
~.(k+v.) as in equation (1.27)

1 1

c. a vector containing L elements, which equal
-1

c.
1

c. element of ~ (as in equation (2.21»
1

Equation (2.25) can be rewritten as follows:

R. Y.+R7 Y.+I~.=~.(k+\).)+c. (2.26)1 , e-'-1 1 ,e-'-1 - 1 1 1-1
Using equation (2.4) this results in:

c " AR. v.+u.l=c. (2.27)1,e.L1 1--1
In fact equation (2.27) consists of L relations, which are iden-

tically and run as:
v' lq 1

~ (~ ~'l .Cl )+6.=C.
1=1 j=1 1 ,J 1 1

where: a.. 1 as in equation (1.5)
1J,

It is possible to write this relation for every subsystem of

the XIXO-system. This leads to the following relation:

x§.=~-

where: 6 as 1n equation (2.24)

C as 1n equation (2,21)

25
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X= XII

~.here :

Xqq
V.

1

X· .=1-[ a.. 1
11 1=111,

V •.
lJ

x· .=-2; ~ .. 1
lJ 1=11J,

(2.30)

system can be denoted as follows:

(2.33)

2.5 The estimation of the parameter of a proper system.

In the previous paragrahs (2. I - 2.4) it is assumed

that the system is strictly proper. In this paragraph the theory

is extended to proper systems. It is possible to transfer a proper

system to a new strictly proper system by delaying the output-

signals one sample. The delayed

~'(k+1 )=A'~' (k)+B'~(k)

!.(k)=C '~' (k)

where: !.(k): the output of the delayed system

~'(k): the state-vector of the delayed system

~(k): the input-vector

A' ,B' ,C' as ln equation (1.1) for the delayed sys-

tem

It is posible to derive the delayed system out of

the original system. I~troduce a new state-vector as follows:

~'(k)=(~T(k)I~+ (k»T (2.31)

where: ~(k) as in equation (1.1)

~+(k+I)=y(k): the output-vector of the original

system

The output-vector of the delayed system can be found as follows:
+

!.(k)=~ (k) =1. (k-I ) (2.32)

Using equation (1.1) one can derive from equation (2.31) and

equation (2.32):

!.'(k+I)=fA 0J~'(k)+[BJ~(k)
'LC 0 D

~(k)=(0 I)~' (k)

where: A,B,C,D as in equation (1.1)

~(k) as ln equation (1.1)

~'(k) as in equation (2.31)

~(k): the output-vector of the delayed system
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Equation (2.33) ~s exactly the state-space representation of the

delayed system. Comparison of equation (2.33) and equation (2.30)

results in:

AI=[~ :]; B
1 =[:] and c'=(0 1) (2.34)

From the relation of A' it is obvious that the delayed system

has structural invariants v~ as follows:
~

v~=v.+1 (2.35)
~ ~

where: v. as ~n paragraph 1.1
~

The number of parameters. which one has to estimate. is q2 big-

ger in the case of the delayed system. These parameters are all

equal zero.

It is now possible to identify the system {A.B.C.D}

by the identification of the delayed system {A'.B'.C'}.

Remarks:

- A drawback of the algorithm is the estimate of q2

parameters. which equal zero. It should be possible

to use this information and estimate exactly the

(p+q)n+pq parameters of the system.

If the system {A.B.C.D} is given in the observable

canonical state-space representation (paragraph 1.2).

then it is simple to transfer the delayed system to

this canonical representation by switching rows and

columns. One can easily derive this transformation.
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Chapter 3.
The implemented algorithm

In the first two chapters of this report the

theoretical description of the Method of Guidorzi is

given. The first chapter gives the structural identi

fication. In this chapter it was shown (paragraph 1.3,

equations (1.25) and (1.26) and the described algorithm)

that the structural identification isn't influenced theo

retically by the appearance of a non-zero D-matrix or an

offset. In practice there may occur some numerical pro

blems, if the offset or the term Du(k) becomes relatively

large in comparison with the term C~(k). The second chapter

treats the parametric identification. The implemented

algorithm is developed to estimate a proper system.

The algorithm runs as follows:

1. If the structure is given, then the algorithm con

tinues with point two, else the structural invariants

are set to one.

2. Estimate the parameters of the proper system, using

the original data (D-matrix and offset included).

3. Correct the original data with the offset and with

the term D~(k).

4. Perform the structural identification (if not given).

5. If the structural invariants differ from the previous

invariants then the algorithm restarts with point two,

the estimation of the paramaters, using the new struc

tural invariants otherwise the algorithm continues.

6. Correct the original data with the term D~(k). This is

performed to enable the estimation of the strictly pro

per part of the system. This estimation results in more

exact values of the parameters because of the fact that

less parameters have to be estimated compared with the

previous estimation of the proper system.

7. Estimate the parameters of the strictly proper system
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(offset included).

8. Copy the D-matrix from the previous run.

9. End.

Remarks: - The correction of the D-matrix makes the struc

tural identification better conditioned.

- One can enter the structure and skip the struc

tural identification

- One may skip the D-matrix correction as well.

This can be useful if one knows that the system

is strictly proper.

- The criterium for the structural identification

is implemented as the difference between two

extensions of the same output of the system.

So if the difference between the PPCRE belonging

to S(r,s,t,u, .... ) and the PPCRE belonging to

S(r-1,s-1,t-1,u-1, .•.• ) is equal or less then

the crirerium value (given in Per Cent), then

the structural invariant is set (compare para

graph 1.4). After the detection of a structural

invariant the number of delayed vectors of

the corresponding output is set to the value of

this structural invariant and this output isn't

extended anymore during the structural identi

fication.

- There are some systems, which don't converge to

a stable structure. One can re-run the algorithm

with an other criterium or with a given struc

ture.
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Chapter 4

Test results

4.0 Introduction.

This chapter treats the results of the estimation of

the parameters, performed with input-output data of several

known systems. In this chapter three systems are used, namely

SYSTO, SYSTE and SYS3. The first paragraph defines these sys

tems. The second paragraph treats the results of the program,

which are discussed in the third paragraph.

4.1 The used systems.

There are three systems used with the following state

space representation (see equation (1.1)).

SYSTO:

A =

B =

C =

D =

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

-1 .2

0.5

[
-0.5

1 .0

[
1 .0

-0.4

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.65 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.25 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

-0.4 0.6

0.3 0.5

-1.0 0.75

1 .0 0.0

-0.7 1.0

1 .2 0.0 1.45 2
00J

0.75 1. 75 -0.8 0.0

-0.3 -005J
0.6 0.9
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~(o ) = 1 .0

-0.4

0.3

0.6

-0.6

offset-vector: 0 [005 J
-0.4

SYSTE:

A = 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

B: same B-matrix as in SYSTO.

C: same C-matrix as in SYSTO.

D = [° 0

0
0.0 OoOJ

0.0 0.0 0.0

~(O ) = 0

0 = 0

SYS3:

A = 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15
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B =

c =

D =

,2S(0) =

o =

1 .0 0.0 1 .0

-1.0 0.5 0.5

0.0 1 .0 -0.5

0.0 0.5 -1.0

[0 05 0.0 1 .0 1.0J
1.0 -0.5 0.5 -0.5

[-0 04 -1.0 -OoJ
0.6 -0.3 0.6

1.0

-0.4
0.3

0.6

[
0.6 ]
0.0

These three systems are used to generate input- and

and output-data. The input-signals of these systems are mutual

uncorrelated gaussian white noise sequences. The system SYSTO

is used to generate two different types of data set. The first

type is generated with the system SYSTO as described above.

The second type is generated with the same system, except the

D-matrix and the offset vector, which are filled with zero

elements. The outputs of the mentioned systems (four different

systems, namely: SYSTO, SYSTO (D=O, £=Q), SYSTE and SYS3) are dis

turbed with different amounts of gaussian white noise, which

is mutual uncorrelated with the input-signals. Note that only

output-noise is added. The original outputs of two systems

(SYSTO (D=O, £=Q and SYSTE) are disturbed with different

amounts of coloured noise. So this results in 6 different sets

of data-sets, namely:

SYSTO, disturbed with different amounts of white noise

- SYSTO (D=O, £=Q), disturbed with different amounts of white

noise
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- SYSTO (D=O, ~=Q), disturbed with different amounts of co

loured noise

SYSTE, disturbed with different amounts of white noise

- SYSTE, disturbed with different amounts of coloured noise

- SYS3, disturbed with different amounts of white noise

The data sets, which are generated using the system SYS3,

are used to run with different types of data-access. These

experiments are:

- original data set, start-sample 1

- original data set, start-sample 500

- inverted output order, start-sample 1

- inverted output order, start-sample 500

Remarks: - Start-sample: first sample used for the identifi

cation

- Inverted output-order: the second output is ex

tended befor the first out

put is extended (compare

paragraph 1.3)

Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the experiments and

lists the tables, which contain the results of these experi

ments.

system generated data includes noise-type data-access table

D ~(O ) 0 white c·olour st. sam out.or.

SYSTO x x x x 4.1
,

SYSTO x 4.2

SYSTO x 4.3

SYSTE x 4·4
SYSTE x 4.5

SYS3 x x x x 4.6

SYS3 x x x x x 4.7

SYS3 x x x x x 4.8

SYS3 x x x x x x 4.9

Figure 4.1 Overview of the experiments.
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The state space representation of the filter, which is

used to generate the coloured noise is given below. The input

signals of this filter are gaussian white noise sequences,

which are mutual uncorrelated with the input-signals.

BN = CN =

DN = ~.o
0.0

xn(O)
= ~.oJ

0.0

on = ~.OJ
0.0

AN = rO• 8 5
lo. a

0.0J
0.75

C.0 O. ~J
0.0 1.0

O. OJ
0.0

4.2 The results.

In this paragraph the results are presented in the tables

4.1 up to 4.9. In these tables the following results are tabu

lated:

1) The entered signal-to-noise-ratio (SiN).
2) The criterium used during the structural identification (CR)

(see chapter 3).
3) The estimated structural invariants (NU(1), NU(2)).

4) The predicted per cent reconstruction errors (PPCRE1, PPCRE2).

5) The estimated signal-to-noise-ratios (S/Nest1, S/Nest2).
6) The per cent reconstruction errors for the model-to-model-fit

using the input-output data, previously used for the estima

tion (PCRE1, PCRE2).

7) The per cent reconstruction errors for the model-validation
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using the noiseless input-output data of the same system.

The input-data of this set is exactly the same as used for

the estimation, but the output-data isn't disturbed with

noise. So these values give an indication of the noise in

fluence on the estimated model (VAL1, VAL2).

8) Poles of the system-matrix.

Remarks: ad. 1) The entered signal-to-noise-ratio is defined as

the ratio of the noiseless output-power and the

noise-power (after the filtering-process if co

loured noise is used).

ad. 5) The estimated signal-to-noise-ratio is defined as

ratio of the variance of the output-signal and

the estimated variance of the disturbing noise

(see paragraph 2.2).

ad. 6) The reconstruction errors are defined as the

square-root of the ratio of the power of the

error-signal (i.e. the substraction of the simu

lated output and the original output) and the

power of the original signal.

- The number 1 and 2 indicates the output number of the

system, thus NU(1) is the structural invariant of out

put number 1.
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System 'SYSTO', 300 samples, start-sample 1, D-maLrix included.

S!N CR NU (1 ) NU( ;2) PPCRE1 PPCRE2 S!Nest1 S!Nest2 PCRE1 PCRE2 VAL1 VAL2

info 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 134dB 136dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 90dB 91dB 0.0% 0.0% 1. 4% 0.4%
90dB 1.0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 80dB 81dB 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.4%
80dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 70dB 71dB 0.0% 0.0% 1. 4% 0.4%
70dB 1 .0 3 2 0.1% 0.1% 60dB 61dB 0.0% 0.0% 1. 4% 0.4%
60dB 1 .0 3 2 0.3% 0.3% 50dB 51dB 0.1% 0.2% 1. 4% 0.4%
50dB 1 .0 2 2 1. 7% 0.9% 36dB 41dB 0.9% 1. 0% 2.2% 1. 2%
40dB 1 .0 2 2 3.3% 2.4% 30dB 33dB 1.3% 1. 5% 2.2% 1. 5%
30dB 1 .0 3 3 8.1% 5.6% 22dB 25dB 3.2% 3.5% 2.3% 2.1%
30dB 2.5 2 2 9.6% 7.3% 21dB 23dB 4.0% 4.8% 5.2% 4.7%
20dB 1 .0 4 3 21.3% 16.5% 13dB 16dB 10.2% 11 . 1% 6.2% 6.3%
20dB 2.5 2 1 26.3% 20.7% 12dB 14dB 1.2.1% 15.7% 14.0% 15.6
10dB 1 .0 4 3 54.2% 45.6% 5dB 7dB 30.6% 31 .5% 17.6% 11 .2
10dB 2.5 2 2 57.1% 45.4% 5dB 7dB 31.7% 32.6% 23.1 % 14.9
OdB 1.0 - - - - - - - - - -
OdB 2.5 1 2 87.9% 83.4% I 1dB 2dB 72.1 % 73.6% 56.3% 29.7

%

%
%

System I SYSTO I. 300 samples. start-sample 1 • D-matrix included.

S!N CR Poles

info 1.0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

100dB 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

90dB 1.0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80
80dB 1.0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

70dB 1 .0 .098 .25 .40 .65 .80
60dB 1.0 .085 .25 .37 .66 .80

50dB 1 .0 .18 .29 .72 .76

40dB 1 .0 .17 .29 .72 .74
30dB 1.0 .18 .25 .68 .75 -.57 -.57

.11i -.11i
30dB 2.5 .13 .23 .66 .66

.029i -.029i
20dB 1 .0 .18 .66 .66 -.34 -.34 -.40

.013i -.013i .43i -.Oi

20dB 2.5 .49 .49 -.099
.017i -.017i

10dB 1.0 .60 .60 -.13 - .13 -.29 -.31 -.31

.040i -.040i .46i -.46i .32i -.32i

10dB 2.5 .32 .51 -.31 -.38
OdB 1 .0
OdB 2.5 .36 -.088 -.32

Table 4.1 Results of the estimation.
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System 'SYSTO', 300 samples, start-sample 1.

%

%

%

SiN CR NU (1 ) NU(2) I PPCHEl PPCRE2 SINestl S/Nest2 PCREl PCRE2 VALl VAL2

info 1.0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 140dB 142dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 96dB 94dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
90dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 86dB 84dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
80dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 76dB 74dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
70dB 1 .0 2 2 1.0% 0.4% 40dB 48dB 1. 9% 1. 3% 1. 9% 1. 3%
60dB 1.0 2 2 1.0% 0.4% 40dB 47dB 1. 9% 1. 3% 1. 9% 1. 3%
50dB 1 .0 2 2 1.1 % 0.7% 39dB 44dB 1. 9% 1.4% 1. 8% 1.4%
40dB 1.0 2 2 2.0% 2.5% 35dB 35dB 11 .8% 25.3% 1. 5% 2.0%
30dB 1 .0 2 2 4.9% 5.0% 26dB 26dB 6.0% 5.9% 5.0% 5.0%
20dB 1 .0 3 3 11.3% 11. 8% 19dB 19dB 11.5% 11. 4% 5.8% 5.5%
20dB 2.5 2 1 13.1 % 14.2% 18dB 17dB 14.3% 15 .6% 10.4% 11 .6
10dB 1 .0 3 3 30.9% 33 .6% 10dB 9dB 31.9% 31.4% 12.8% 8.8%
10dB 2.5 2 2 32.8% 34.7% 10dB 9dB 34.8% 33.1 % 19.4% 12.6
OdB 1 .0 - - - - - - - - - -
OdB 2.5 1 3 70.4% 85.9% 3dB 3dB 74.9% 159.8% 42.2% 20.7

System 'SYSTO', 300 samples, start-sample 1.

SiN CR Poles

info 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

100dB 1.0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

90dB 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

80dB 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

70dB 1 .0 .19 .28 .75 .75
.037i -.037i

60dB 1 .0 .19 .28 .75 .75
.037i -.037i

50dB 1 .0 .19 .28 .74 .74
.039i -.039i

40dB 1 .0 .18 .28 .73 .73
.051i -.051i

30dB 1 .0 .18 .18 .65 .65
.030i -.30i .048i -.048i

20dB 1.0 .13 .61 .61 -.17 -.36 -.40
.022i -.022i

20dB 2.5 .079 .46 .56
10dB 1 .0 .44 .58 -.091 -.26 -.26 -.35

.38i -.38i

10dB 2.5 .37 .50 -.19 -.39
OdB 1.0
OdB 2.5 .024 .50 -.25 -.25

.33i -.33i

Table 4.2 Results of the estimation.
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System 'SYSTO', 300 samples. start-sample 1, coloured noise.

S!N CR NU( 1 ) NU(2) P?CRE1 PPCRE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PCRE1 PCRE2 VAL1 VAL2

info 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 140dB 142dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 96dB 94dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
90dB 1 .0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 86dB 84dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
80dB 1.0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 76dB 74dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
70dB 1.0 3 2 0.0% 0.0% 76dB 73dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3%
60dB 1 .0 2 2 1 .0% 0.4% 40dB 48dB 1. 9% 1. 3% 1. 9% 1. 3%
50dB 1 .0 2 2 1.0% 0.4% 40dB 47dB 1. 9% 1.3% 1 .9% 1. 3%
40dB 1 .0 2 2 1. 1% 0.7% 39dB OdB 2.1% 1.7% 1. 9% 1. 4%
30dB 1.0 2 2 2.2% 2.7% 34dB 34dB 6.8% 13 .7% 1.7% 1.6%
20dB 1.0 2 2 5.4% 6.1% 25dB 24dB 11 .6% 10.4% 5.0% 2.4%
10dB 1 .0 2 2 15.0% 18.4% 16dB 15dB 32.2% 31.1% 10.0% 4.3%
OdB 1 .0 2 2 35.8% 42.1% 1dB 1dB 71.0% 73.3% 19.1% 11 .0

System I SYSTO I, 300 samples, start-sample 1 , coloured noise.

SiN CR Poles

info 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80
100dB 1.0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80

90dB 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80
80dB 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80
70dB 1 .0 .10 .25 .40 .65 .80
60dB 1.0 .19 .28 .75 .75

.037i -.037i
50dB 1.0 .19 .28 .75 .75

.037i -.037i
40dB 1 .0 .19 .28 .74 .74

.039i -.039i
30dB 1.0 .19 .28 .73 .73

.043i -.043i
20dB 1 .0 .19 .26 .70 .70

.024i -.024i
10dB 1 .0 .18 .25 .63 .75
OdB 1 .0 .14 .28 .64 .80

Table 4.3 Results of the estimation.
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System 'SYSTE', 300 samples. start-sample I.

S/N OR NU (1 ) NU(2) PPORE1 PPORE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PORE1 PORE2 VAL 1 VAL2

info 1.0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.7% - -
100dB 1.0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.7% 0.3% 0.1 %
90dB 1.0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.8% 0.3% 0.1 %
80dB 1.0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.5% 6.9% 0.3% 0.1%
70dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 64dB 2.7~ 7.5% 0.3% 0.1%
60dB 1.0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 56dB 57dB 3.3% 9.2% 0.3% 0.1%
50dB 1 .0 2 2 0.4% 0.4% 48dB 48dB 0.3% 0.5% 0.3% 0.2%
40dB 1 .0 2 1 1. 3% 1. 9% 38dB 35dB 1. 3% 2.1% 0.9% 1. 8%
30dB 1.0 2 1 3.7% 4.0% 29dB 28dB 3.5% 3.7% 1. 6% 1. 9%
20dB 1.0 2 1 10.6% 11 .6% 20dB 19dB 10.8% 10.4% 4.7% 2.8%
10dB 1 .0 2 1 29.4% 32.7% 11 dB 10dB 30.9% 31 .3% 9.4% 5.7%
OdB 1 .0 - - - - - - - - - -
OdB 2.5 1 3 67.6% 84.8% 3dB 3dB 72.0% 136.9% 30.7% 16.4

System 'SISTE' • 300 samples. start-sample 1•

S/N OR Poles

info 1.0 .16 .20 ·45 .45
.052i -.052i

100dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

90dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

80dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

70dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

60dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.053i -.053i

50dB 1 .0 . 15 .20 .44 .44
.054i -.054i

40dB 1 .0 . 15 .29 .42
30dB 1 .0 .13 .29 .38
20dB 1 .0 .26 .32 -.057
10dB 1 .0 .21 .31 -.28 -.28

.023i -.023i
OdB 1.0
OdB 2.5 .38 -.0069 -.21 -.21

.26i -.26i

Table 4.4 Results of the estimation.
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System 'SYSTE', 300 samples. start-sample 1. coloured noise.

SiN CR NU ( 1 ) NU(2) PPCRE1 PPCRE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PCRE1 PCRE2 VAL 1 VAL2

info 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.7% - -
100dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.7% 0.3% 0.1%
90dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.7% 0.3% 0.1%
80dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.4% 6.7% 0.3% 0.1%
70dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 60dB 66dB 2.5% 6.8% 0.3% 0.1%
60dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.9% 59dB 62dB 2.4% 6.5% 0.3% 0.1%
50dB 1.0 2 2 0.2% 0.2% 53dB 54dB 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1%
40dB 1 .0 2 2 0.6% 0.6% 44dB 44dB 1. 1% 1.0% 0.4% 0.3%
30dB 1 .0 2 2 1. 8% 1. 9% 35dB 34dB 3.3% 3.3% 0.9% 0.9%
20dB 1 .0 2 2 5.3% 6.0% 25dB 25dB 10.3% 10.2% 2.3% 2.0%
10dB 1 .0 2 2 14.7% 18.0% 17dB 15dB 30.9% 31.0% 8.0% 4.9%
OdB 1 .0 2 2 34.9% 41 .8% 1dB 1dB 70.4% 73.6% 15.5% 10.8%

System I SYSTE' • 300 samples. start-sample 1• coloured noise.

SiN CR Poles

info 1.0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

100dB 1.0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

90dB 1.0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

80dB 1.0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

70dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

60dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.052i -.052i

50dB 1 .0 .16 .20 .45 .45
.049i -.049i

40dB 1 .0 .16 .22 .47 .47
.0090i .0090i

30dB 1 .0 .16 .25 .42 .62
20dB 1 .0 .17 .26 .48 .68
10dB 1 .0 .19 .26 .61 .77
OdB 1 .0 .14 .30 .62 .82

Table 4.5 Results of the estimation.
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System 'SYS3'. 100 samples, start-sample 1, output-order: 1,2.

S/N CR NU( 1 ) NU(2) PPCRE1 PPCRE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PCRE1 PCRE2 VAL1 VAL2

info 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 137dB 141dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 91dB 97dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.8%

60dB 1 .0 2 2 0.3% 0.1 % 51dB 57dB 0.1% 0.1% 0.9% 0.8%
40dB 1 .0 2 2 2.6% 1.6% 32dB 38dB 1.6% 1. 5% 2.1% 1. 4%
30dB 1 .0 2 2 7.0% 5.9% 23dB 28dB 4.9% 4.6% 5.7% 3.6%
20dB 1.0 - - - - - - - - - -

System 'SYS3' • 100 samples, start-sample 1 • output-order: 1.2.

S/N CR Poles

info 1 .0 .10 · 15 .20 .90

100dB 1 .0 .10 .1 5 .20 ·90
60dB 1 .0 .10 .1 5 .20 .90

40dB 1 .0 • 15 .17 .90 -.0025

30dB 1 .0 .14 .14 .89 - .17
.0063i -.0063i

20dB 1 .0

Table ~.6 Results of the estimation.

System 'SYS3', 100 samples, start-sample 500, output-order: 1,2.

S/N CR NU( 1 ) NU(2) PPCRE1 PPCRE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PCRE1 PCRE2 VAL1 VAL2

info 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 135dB 140dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 92dB 97dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.8%
60dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.2% 53dB 57dB 0.2% 0.2% 0.9% 0.8%
40dB 1 .0 2 2 2.2% 2.6% 34dB 37dB 2.9% 2.7% 3.2% 2.0%
30dB 1 .0 2 2 6.0% 5.0% 25dB 27dB 6.9% 6.8% 7.0% 4.5%
20dB 1 .0 2 3 26.8% 14.0% 12dB 18dB 12.4% 15.1% 16.1% 9.2%

System 'SYS3', 100 samples, start-sample 500, output-order: 1,2.

S/N CR Poles

info 1 .0 .10 · 15 .20 .90

100dB 1 .0 .10 · 15 .20 .90

60dB 1 .0 .098 .1 5 .19 .90

40dB 1 .0 .16 .16 .89 -.0025

.0Ui -.OUi

30dB 1.0 . 15 · 15 .88 -.20

.011i -.011i

20dB 1 .0 .19 .19 .87 -.38 -.38

.031i -.031i .15i -.15i

Table 4.7 Results of the estimation.
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System 'SIS3'. 100 samples, start-sample 1, output-order: 2,1.

SiN CR NU( 1 ) NU(2) ?PCRE1 PPCRE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PCRE, PCRE2 VALl VAL2

info 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 141dB 137dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 97dB 91dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.9%

60dE 1 .0 2 2 0.1 % 0.3% 57dB 51dB 0.1 % 0.1 % 0.8% 0.9%

40dE 1 .0 2 2 1. 4% 2.6% 38dB 32dB 1. 5% 1 .6% 1. 4% 2.1%

30dB 1.0 2 3 4.4% 8.3% 28dB 24dB 3.6% 3.8% 1. 9% 3.3%
20dB 1.0 3 6 11. 7% 23.9% 19dB 14dB 11 .6% 12.5% 6.5% 21 .8

System 'SYS3' , 100 samples, start-sample 1, output-order: 2,1.

SiN CR Poles

info 1 .0 .10 • 15 .20 .90

100dB 1 .0 .10 · 15 .20 .90

60dR 1 .0 .10 .15 .20 .90

40dB 1 .0 • 15 .17 .90 -.0025
30dB 1.0 .094 .21 .90 - .12 -.28

20dB 1.0 • 11 .48 .48 -.035 -.035 -.46 -.55 -.55

.24i -.24i .65i -.65i .431 -.43i

Table 4.8 Results of the estimation.

System 'SYS3', 100 samples, start-sample 500, output-order: 2,1.

SiN CR NU(1 ) NU(2) PPCRE1 PPCRE2 S/Nest1 S/Nest2 PCRE1 PCRE2 VAL 1 VAL2

info 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% HOdB 135dB 0.0% 0.0% - -
100dB 1 .0 2 2 0.0% 0.0% 97dB 92dB 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.9%
60dB 1 .0 2 2 0.2% 0.2% 57dB 52dB 0.2% 0.2% 0.8% 0.9%
40dB 1 .0 2 2 1.4% 2.5% 37dB 37dB 2.7% 2.9% 2.0% 3.2%
30dB 1 .0 2 3 4.4% 7.8% 27dB 25dB 5.6% 5.2% Y.5% 4.9%
20dB 1 .0 - - - - - - - - - -

System 'SYS3' , 100 samples, start-sample 500, output-order: 2,1.

SiN CR Poles

info 1 .0 .10 •15 .20 .90
100dB 1.0 .10 · 15 .20 .90
60dB 1 .0 .098 · 15 .19 .90
40dE 1 .0 .16 .16 .89 -.038

.013i -.013i
30dB 1 .0 .12 .21 .89 -.078 -.31
20dB 1 .0

Table 4.9 Results of the estimation.
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4.3 Discussion of the results.

The following remarks can be made about the results of

paragraph 4.2:

1) In nearly all cases an increase of the structure can be noted,

when the signal-to-noise-ratio decreases from 30dB to OdB (or

20dB in the case of SYS3). An explanation can be that the

algorithm tries to model the noise. An exception are these

experiments, where coloured noise is added. It could be the

limitation in the frequency-spectrum of the disturbing noise

which causes this behaviour, because of the fact that the data

contains some frequency components, which are less disturbed,

compared with the experiments disturbed with the gaussian

white noise.

2) In some cases the algorithm doesn't find a (stable) structure.

Sometimes the algorithm hesitates between two structures, other

times a structure isn't found during the structural identifi

cation (OdB cases with the five-dimensional systems). See for

the explanation remark 1). If the algorithm hesitates be-

tween two structures, then it is possible that the algorithm

tries to model the disturbing white noise. One has to realize

that the order of the white noise isn't defined.

3) The values of VAL1 and VAL2 don't reach zero for high signal

to-noise-ratio. This is caused by the implemented algorithm

for the validation. This algorithm corrects the original data

with the mean values, then performs the simulation and after

wards re-corrects the data with the mean-value. This is done

because of the fact that two registrations of the same system

may be disturbed by different offset values, which will cause

an enormous reconstruction error.

4) The highest pole of the system in the case of coloured noise

tends to .8 for low signal-to-noise-ratio. This behaviour

doesn't occur when white output noise is added. This pole

corresponds with the behaviour of the noise filter used.

5) In the experiments with the system SYSTE the algorithm never
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reaches the structure 3,2 which is the good structure for SYSTO and

SYSTE. This can be caused by the following reason. The matrices

Band C of these two system are choosen in order to excite

all eigenvalues of the matrix A of system SYSTO equally.

It is reasonably that the eigenvalues of the matrix A in system

SYSTE are not excited equally, because of the fact that the

matrices Band C are not choosen in the right way. So the al

gorithm can only detect some eigenvalues.

6) From the experiments with SYS3 one can extract that the recon

tructions in the cases of start-sample 500 are not as well as

the reconstructions in the cases with start-sample 1. An expla

nation is hard to find. It is remarkable that the experiments

with start-sample 1 result in a worse estimation of the offset.

This may explain the worse values of PCRE1 and PCRE2, but not

the effect on VAL1 and VAL2.

7) The switching of the outputs of SYS3 results in more or less

equal results.

8) One can verify that if the structure is estimated wrongly, that

the values of the PCRE's and the VAL's alter stepwise. This

is caused by the offset-values, which are estimated wrongly, and

by the poles of the system, which drift away from the right

value (see table 4.1 (about 50dB) and table 4.2 (about 70dB)).

Why the structure is estimated wrongly isn't clear at this moment.

A explanation may be the loss of information about one pole.

9) In all the experiments'one can notice that some poles are found

with an negative real part as soon as the order of system in

creases above the right order (which is 5 for SYSTO and SYSTE,

and 4 for SYS3) or if the signal-to-noise-ratio is decreased.

A same type of explanation as for remark 8 might be reasonable.

From all remarks one may draw the conclusion that the

structural identification performs not perfectly. Maybe a

method based on the singular value decomposition will perform

better. The parametric identification used, is a least squares

estimation, which performs very well during these experiments.
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Some experiments with different system and the compensated least

squares estimator result in worse models compared with the

same experiments using the least squares estimator. It has been

noted that these worse results are caused by a bad estimation

of the variance of the disturbing noise (which is in fact the

least eigenvalue of the matrix S). The compensated least squares

estimator seems to be very sensitive for this quantity.
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Chapter 5

Experiments with real data

5.0 Introduction.

In this chapter some experiments with real data are

treated. This real data is obtained of two processes, namely

an ethane-ethylene distillation column, previously discussed

by Guidorzi (Guidorzi,1980), and a glass fabrication process,

which data is registrated by Philips. This chapter consists

of three paragraphs. The first defines the systems by means

of input- and output-data. The second paragraph presents the

results, which are discussed in the third paragraph.

5.1 The processes.

This paragraph presents the investigated systems by

means of the plots of the input- and output-data. These plots

are presented in figures 5.1a and 5.1b for the ethane-ethylene

plant and in the figures 5.2a and 5.2b for the glass fabrica

tion process. From the plots of the ethane-ethylene plant it

is clear that this registration is ex.tremly short. The input

data of the glass fabrication process contains little infor

mation, so one has to use many samples to estimate the model.

From the ethane-ethylane plant more registrations are availab

le.
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Figure 5.1a Input and output of the ethane-ethylene plant.
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Figure 5.1b Input and output of the ethane-ethylene plant.
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5.2 The results of the experiments.

5.2.1 The ethane-ethylene plant.

From this process are three data-set avialable, but only

two of these are useful, because they are registrated during the

normal operation of the process. The third set is registrated

during a power down or other abnormal conditions of the plant

and therefore not comparable with the other two sets. In this

report there isn't paid any attention to this set. These two re

maining sets make it possible to estimate two models for the

system and compare these models afterwards.

The program is run unter the following conditions:

- The structural identification is run with criterium 1.5%.

- The matrix correction is used.

- There are 80 samples used of the first set

and 100 samples used of the second set.

- The least squares estimator has been used.

The results of these runs are presented in table 5.1.

set

1

2

PCRE1

49.6%

29.4%

PCRE2

33.7%

27.9%

PCRE3

14.9%

21 .2%

Poles

.40

.26

.66

.60

.80

.88

Table 5.1 Results of the estimation of the ethane-ethylene

destillation column.

The fact that there are two data-set results in the pos

sibillity to run a model-validation with the set with is not used

for the estimation of the model. The results of this validation

is presented in figure 5.5, the results of the model-to-model fit

of set 1 is presented in figure 5.3 and the results of the fit
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with set 2 are presented in figure 5.4.

5.2.2. The glass fabrication process.

From this process only one set is used, because the other

sets are not comparable with this set. This contains a lot of

samples (3100) but the information in the input is small as noted

in paragraph 5.1. Therefore a lot of samples are used for the

estimation.

The program is run with the following conditions:

- The structural identification is run with criterium 2.0%.

- The D-matrix correction is used.

- There are 1000 samples used from sample 625 upto 1624.

- The least squares estimator is used.

The results are presented in the table 5.2.

PCRE1 PCRE2 Poles

SEQ041 214.8% 8.2% .90
.12i

.90
-.12i

.99

Table 5.2 Results of the estimation of the glass fabrication

process.

The results of the model-to-model-fit are shown in the

figure 5.6. The impulse-responses of the model are plotted in

figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.3 Model-ta-model-fit of the ethane-ethylene plant
(data-set 1).
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Figure 5.3 (continued) Model-to-model-fit of the ethane
ethylene plant (data-set 1).
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Figure 5.4 Model-to-model-fit of the ethan-e=e~hylene plant
(data-set 2).
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Figure 5.4 (continued) Model-to-model-fit of the ethane
ethylene plant (data-set 2).
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Figure 5.5 Model-validation of the ethane-ethylene plant.
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5.3 Discussion of the results

The following concluding remarks can be made.

1) The high numerical values of the reconstructions errors are

mainly caused by the fact that the model only reflects the

low-frequency behaviour of the system. The high value of the

PCRE1 of the glass fabrication process can be explained from

an abnormal low initial state comparing with operating values

of the state vector.

2) The models which are estimated for the ethane-ethylene plant

have more or less the same poles.

3) The validation with the ethane-ethylane plant is reasonably

good for the first and the third output, the second output

is reconstructed worse, but the trends of this output are

more less reflected. The mis-estimation of the offset value

might be an explanation for such a behaviour.

4) One has to be very careful in choosing a higher order of the

model for the ethane-ethylane plant, because there only a

few samples (90 to 120). The number of parameters which has

to be estimated for this third order model is 45.
5) The impulse-responses of the model for the glass fabrication

process have a sinusiodal behaviour. In the reconstructions

one can hardly find this effect. This might be explained if

the residuals of the poles, which cause this behaviour were

small.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

After studying the method and the results of the experi

ments with simulated and real data the following conclusions may

be drawn:

1) The program which is used performs good.

2) The parametric identification using the least squares estimator

gives better results then generally expected (baised estimates

should be expected).

3) One should be very careful using the compensated least squares

estimator. This estimator is very sensitive for a mis-estima

tion of the estimated variance of the disturbing noise.

4) The structural identification performs note perfect under all

conditions:

The order is estimated to high if the signal-to-noise-ratio

decreases.

- The criterium which has to be choosen seems to be dependent

of the signal-to-noise-ratio.

- Sometimes the structural identification can't detect a stab

le structure.

5) The run experiments result in a reasonably good reconstruc

tion of the output.

6) The estimated offset-values and D-matrix are very good, so the

presented solutions seems to work fine (the estimated values of

the D-matrix an the offset-vector are not listed in this report).
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Chapter 7

Sugestions for continued study

In the future the following subjects will be of in-

terest:

1) In the area of the structural identification:

- the use of the singular value decomposition instead of

the range error test

- the use of a graphical display of the PPCRE's during

the structural identification, which enables manual

choice of the structural invariants

- influence of the (coloured noise) on the structural

identification

- other criterium functions for this part the algorithm

2) In the area of the parametric identification.

- the use of other methods, e.g the instrumental variable

method

an estimator for the variance of the disturbing output

noise, which enables the use of the compensated least

squares estimator

3) The comparison between the estimation of the D-matrix, which

Guidorzi presents (Guidorzi, to be published, presented in

a colloquium on the Eindhoven University of Technology, 1983)

and the method mentioned in this report.

4) Testing of the program with different types of systems and real

data-set.

5) The comparison between the influence of the noise added on

the output and the influence of non-linearities of the system

on the estimated model.
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Introduction.

This manual pretents to be a helpful tool during the execution

of the program GUI, which was develloped to estimate the structure

and the parameters of a MIMO-system. This manual is divided into

two parts. The first part, which consists out of the first and the

second chapter is written espescially for the user of the program.

The second part, which consists of the third and fourth chapter is

written for the programmer, who likes to unterstand, extend or

change the written routines.

The task-file is located on the RK-05 disk, labeled GUIUSER, under

the usernumber (5,1) and named GUI.TSK. The task can be run

under this usernumber. All the information about the installation

of the task is given if the user has logged in under the mentioned

usernumber. Please contact P. v.d. Schoot for the password of this

account.

Eindhoven, 10-10-1983,

J.B. Meertens.
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Chapter 1

Features of the program "GUIMTH".

1. Identification according to the method of Guidorzi.

a. Structural identification using the range error test.

b. Parametric identification using the least squares

estimator or the compensated least squares estimator.

2. Simulation.

a. Model-to-model fit.

b. Model validation.

3. Generation of the Markov-parameters of the system.

4. Data-generation.

5. Generation of the command-file for automatic operation.

ad 1. The number of samples which can be applied is not limited

by the program. The dimension of the matrix S (informa

tion matrix) is limited to 50 * 50. The sum of the

number of inputs and outputs is limited to 10. These li

tations leads to the following table which gives the

maximum value of the structural invariant(s) and the order

of the system.
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number of number of outputs

inputs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 23/23 15/30 10/30 8/32 6/30 5/30 4/28 3/24 3/2
2 15/15 11/22 8/24 6/36 5/25 4/24 3/21 3/24 -
3 11/11 8/16 6/18 5/20 4/20 3/18 3/21 - -
4 8/8 7/14 5/15 4/16 4/20 3/18 - - -
5 7/7 5/10 4/12 4/16 3/15 - - - -
6 6/6 5/10 4/12 3/12 - - - - -
7 5/5 4/8 3/9 - - - - - -
8 4/4 3/6 - - - - - - -
9 3/3 - - - - - - - -

7

table 1.1 The maximum value of the structural invariant/or

der of the system.

The program is suited to estimate structural invariants and

parameters of proper systems. The resulting model is presen

ted in state-space representation.

Remark: In some cases of table 1.1 the order can be larger

then the given number. One can derive the maximum

values of the structural invariants and the order

as follows:

- Divide 50 (the maximum number of columns by the

sum of the number of inputs and outputs (integer

divisions)).

- Subtract 2 of the obtained number. This number

is the maximum value of the structural invariant.

- To obtain the maximum order one have to multiply

the maximum value of the structural invariant by

the number of outputs.

- Some output can be extended more than the shown

maximum value of the structural invariant. This

number is the remainder of the mentioned divi

sion. This number has to be added to the maxi

mum value of the order given in table 1.1.
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ad 2&3. The simulation and the generation of the Markov-parameters

use the state-space representation. The system is limited

to:

10-dimensional input-space

10-dimensional output-space

50-dimensional state-space

ad 4.

ad 5.

The data-generation part generates input and output data

of a system with:

3 inputs
2 outputs

5-dimensional state-space
One can choose out of 4 such default systems or enter an

other system of the same dimension. A system of lower

dimension can be entered by putting zeros on appropriate

positions of the system matrix.

The command-file allows the user to run the first 3 opera

tion completely automatic, without any interaction with

the terminal. This part creates a file STUUR.DAT which con

tains al the information for one or several runs. The

user has to enter all the information for the runs at

once.

CAUTION: If there excist a file called STUUR.DAT, then

the program will be switched to the automatic mode.
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Chapter 2

Input and output.

2.0 Introduction

If a file STUUR.DAT exists, then the program will run in the
automatic mode, else the program will run in the interactive

mode. In this mode the user has to enter the operation mode.

After the completion of the choosen operation the user has to

enter whether he wants to continue. An example of the data,

which has to be entered by the user is given in appendix B.

2.1 Identification

This part can be run if the user chooses 1 as operation mode.

The program desires the following inputs, given by the user,

entered from his terminal:

- name of the input-file stored on the system-device

- number of inputs

- number of outputs

- number of samples

- start-sample

order-test + criterium / no order-test + structural in
variants

- D-matrix correction / no D-matrix correction
- estimation method

- listing-mode (short / long)

- title of the text-file

Note that in the automatic mode all this inputs are stored

in the file STUUR.DAT (see section 2.5).

Remarks: - see the report on the method of Guidorzi

for the implemention of the algorithm, which
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is used to estimate the structure and the
parameters of the system

- the D-matrix correction indicates, whether the

data has to be corrected by the term D~(k) (so

the D-matrix is estimated in both modes, but

the correction can be disabled)

The input- and output-data of the system has to be presented in a

file. The structure of this file is listed below. The name of the

file has to be entered from terminal (or has to be stored in the

command-file STUUR.DAT). This file can be created, using a default

system or an otherwise specified system, with operation 4 (see sec

tion 2.4). For processing real data one has to order the data of
the system in the described structure (the files created with

operation 4 have the listed structure).

Structure of the input- and output-data file:
NAME: Given by the user.

TYPE: OLD.

ACCESS: DIRECT.

FORM: UNFORMATTED.

RECORDSIZE: number of inputs + number of outputs.

record: content:

1 number of samples (NREC), recordsize (LREC),

start-record (NRECST)

2

MINREC
MAXREC

NRECST

O,recordnumber which contains the minima

of the data (MINREC), recordnumber which

contains the maxima of the data (MAXREC)

u 1 (min) , ... ,up (min) ,y1 (min) , ,yq (min)

u1 (max) , .•. ,up (max) ,y1 (max) , ,yq (max)
u1 (0) , ... ,up ( 0) ,y1 (0) , ... , yq (0 )
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NRECST
+NREC u1 (NREC-1), ... ,up(NREC-1) ,y1 (NREC-1), ..•

•.• , yq (NREC-1 )

The results of the identification are listed in two files. The

file OUT.DAT can be printed and contains all the information and

intermediate results of the estimation. This file ca be created

in two modes, namely the short (compressed) mode and the comple

ted mode. Examples of this file (in short and long mode) are

listed in appendix A. The second file is a kind of scratch-file

which contains the information about the estimated model. The

file is not destroyed, so one can use this file for other pur

poses. Two of these possibilities are available in the this pro

gram, namely the simulation (see section 2.2) and the generation

of Markov-parameters (see secion 2.3). The structure of this file

is listed below. An example of this file is listed in appendix A.

Structure of the output-files:

NAME: OUT.DAT.

TYPE: APPEND.

ACCESS: SEQUENTIAL.
FORM: FORMATTED.

NAME: SIMDAT.DAT

TYPE: NEW.

ACCESS: SEQUENTIAL.

FORM: FORMATTED.

Record:

1

2

Contents:

Number of inputs (NIN, Format 15),

number of outputs (NOUT, Format.I5),

order of the system (IDIMM, Format 15).

Structural invariats (Format (NOUT * 15)).

8



3 ... 3+NOUT Offset values (Format I5).

4+NOUT ... 3+NOUT+IDIMM*IDIMM

A-matrix (Format D25.17).

4+NOUT+IDIMM*IDIMM •.. 3+NOUT+IDIMM*(IDIMM+NIN)

B-matrix (Format D25.17).

4+NOUT+IDIMM*(IDIMM+NIN) ... 3+NOUT+2*IDIMM*IDIMM

C-Matrix (Format D25.17).

4+NOUT+2*IDIMM*IDIMM •.. 3+NOUT+2*IDIMM*IDIMM+NIN*NOUT

D-Matrix (Format D25.17).

2.2 Simulation

The simulation can be run if the operation 2 is entered. This

part can be used in two modes. The first mode is the model-to

model-fit, which uses all the information which is obtained

during the estimation. The second mode is the model-validation,

which uses all the information, which is obtained during the

estimation, except the estimated offset values. The second

mode can be used if one has two or more different registra

tions of the same system. The input of the program is a file of

the same structure as given in section 2.1 (input- and output

data file). The input-data is used to generate the model-output,
the output-data is used to compare the orginal output of the

system and the simulated output of the model. A second input

file is the file SIMDAT.DAT as given in the section 2.1. The

name of the input- and output-data file has to be specified by

the user. In the interactive mode the user has to enter the

following inputs from the terminal:

- model-to-model-fit/ validation switch

- input-file name.

- output-file name.

The output of this part is presented in two parts, namely a

file, which contains the original output-signals, the simulated

9



output-signals and the error-signals (original output - simu
lated output) and an extensions of the file OUT.DAT. The exam

ples of the file OUT.DAT contains this extension (see appendix

A). The structure of the output-file, which contains the out

put-data is listed below.

NAME: Given by the user.

ACCESS: DIRECT.

TYPE: NEW.

RECORDSIZE: 3 * NOUT.
FORM: UNFORMATTED.
Structure as input-file of section 2.1, except the

contents of the data-records, which contains now:

first NOUT original outputs, then NOUT estimated outputs,

and NOUT error signals between these outputs.

2.3 Generation of the Markov-parameters

This operation is available as operation mode number 3.
This part needs the file SIMDAT.DAT as input-file (see section

2.1 and 2.4). The output of this part is presented in NOUT data

files. The structure of this files is given below. These files

contain the impulse-responses. The first file contains the im

pulses-responses of the first input, the second file contains the

impulse-responses of the second input and so on.

Structure of the output-files:

NAME: IMPULS.DAT.

TYPE: NEW.

FORM: UNFORMATTED.

ACCESS: DIRECT.
RECORDSIZE: NOUT.

10



See for the structure the input-file of the identifi

cation part (see section 2.1), except the contents of the

data-records, which is now:

The impulse-responses of the NOUT outputs.

2.4 Data-generation

The data-generation is implemented as operation number 4.
The data-genaration needs no files as input. The user has to

enter some inputs from terminal. Which inputs have to be given

depends strongly of the switches which have been set by the user.

The information, which shall be printed during this operation

will guide the user through this part.

The output is presented in a file of the given structure,

which contains input- and output-data of a default system or

a system which is entered by the user. Two other files are created

by this part. The first is a file, which contains the informa

tion about the model used, input-signals and signal-to-noise

ratio (This file is listed in appendix A). The second file con

tains information about the used model and is ment to be used

in the part for the generation of Markov-parameters (see section

2.3) and has the same structure and name as the file SIMDAT.DAT

(see section 2.1).

Remark: The data can be created in the noiseless case.

The user has to enter after the question for

the signal-to-noise-ratio the value '0.0', or

simply CR .

The structure of the output-files:

NAME: SYSTx.DAT (*).
TYPE: NEW.

ACCESS: DIRECT.

RECORDSIZE: 5
This file has the same structure as the input

file of the identification part (see section 2.1).
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(*) x=O, .. ,J if the user has entered one of the

default-systems 1, .. ,4
x=E if the user has entered his own system.

NAME: SYSTxA.DAT (*).
TypE: NEW.

FORM: FORMATTED.

ACCESS: SEQUENTIAL.

(*) see remark of the previous file.

2.5 Generation of the command-file

This operation is available as operation number 5. This part

generates a file STUUR.DAT, which contains the information for

the automatic run-mode of operation number 1, 2 and J. Exactly

the same switches have to be entered as in the first J mentioned

operations of this chapter. After completion of this run, it is

possible to run these J operation automatically.

The command-file has the following parameters:

NAME: STUUR.DAT.

TYPE: NEW.

ACCESS: SEQUENTIAL.

FORM: FORMATTED.
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STU-Ufl.. DAT
'" Identification

,~ •OUT.DAT - ~ .... .. ..... po .. •
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SIMDAT.DAT ~
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input-file 100. .. Simulation output-file.., ;""""II ..
4~
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•• mode 2

I
I

IMPULS.DAT ..
Generation of the ...

· '0'

Markov-parameters •'. ·. .. ·•. .. ..
mode 3

.
SIMDAT.DAT I

I
I

10- SYST*.DATData-generation ....
SYST*A.DAT ....

mode I..
I
I
1

Generation of the

command-file

mode ')
1

input .,.-1-.. output
I

Figure 2.1 Overview of the file interaction.
The input-files and the output-file can be
speeified by the user
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Appendix A

Examples of some files.

In this appendix some examples of the output-files are given.

The first two files are text-files, which can be created by

the identification part. These files are named OUT.DAT. The

first listing is a complete mode listing, the second one a

short mode listing. The files contains the information of all

the iterations of the program (see chapter 3 of the report

on the method of Guidorzi), and the information about the

simulation part (at the end of the file).

Remarks: - The printed values of the criterium during the

structural identification are the values of the

smallest pivot, found by the Crout decomposition.

- The parameter-values are listed in the order,

which is used in the report on the method of

Guidorzi, chapter 2.

- Note that during the parametric identification

of the first two iterations the structural

invariants are increased by 1 in order to esti

mate the D-matrix (report on the method of

Guidorzi, chapter 2, paragraph 2.5).

The third file which is listed is the text-file of the data

generation part, which contains the information about the model

(see section 2.4).

The fourth file is the file SIMDAT.DAT, which is described in

section 2.1.
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Example of the output-file OUT.DAT, listed in the
complete mode.

PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.350112142E-02
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: O.243076382E+02

SYSTEM 'SYSTE', S/N=100dB, EXAMPLE.
INPUT-FILE: SYSTE.DAT
NUMBER OF SAMPLES: 200
START-SAMPLE: 1
CRITERIUM: 0.100E+01
LEAST SQUARES METHOD
D-MATRIX CORRECTION

STRUCTURAL IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

STRUCTURE DE'l'ERMINANT CRITERIUM PI
::.=:: .:..:-_....:.==;:::.= =====;::;===== ==========

S( 1, 0, 0, ·0, 0) 0.2258E+02 0.1000E+01 0.1155E+03
S( 1 , 1 , 0, 0, 0) 0.2712E+04 0.6337E+00 0.1571E+03
S( 1 , 1, 1 , 0, 0) 0.5147E+04 0·4649E+00 0.9895E+02
S( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0) 0.9544E+04 0.4127E+00 0.9798E+02
S( 1, 1 , 1, 1 , 1) 0.2032E+05 0.4003E+00 0.9831E+02
S( 1 , 1, 1 , 1 , 1) 0.2032E+05 0;4003E+00 0.9831E+02
S( 1 , 2, 1 , 1 , 1) 0.1032E+06 0.7462E-02 0.14J4E+02

OUTPUT: 1
PARAMETER

0.978655781E-01
0.310773447E+00

-0.418174252E-03
-0.983815897E-Ol

0.124329388E+00
0.233860400E+00
0.4674J0023E+00
0.490073140E+00
0.236357775E+01

-0.310158778E+00
0.6425J6282E-01

VARIANCE

0.181151195E-02
0.214530068E-02
0.822217507E-03
0.871951002E-03
0.1J8718545E-01
0·1J498J705E-01
0.148789150E-Ol
o.14014J039E-01
o.12400124JE-01
0.122667001E-01
0.608104081E-03

VARIANCE= 0.8510E-01

VARIANCE= 0.2445E+00

MEAN VALUES, VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT 1:
MEAN VALUE= 0.1667E+00
PPCRE= 36.7%
OUTPUT 2:
MEAN VALUE= -.6275E+00
PPGRE= 32.3%

.-->

VI

NU- 1=

NU- 2=



OUTPUT: 2
PAflAMETER VARIANCE

REALIZATION.

MATRIX A:

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.242362195E-02
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.100876320E+03

-0.160522475E-01
o.696037790E-01
o.106710477E+00
0.496741077E+00
O.238179270E+01

-u.421449402E+00
-o.306736383E+01

0.611963201E+OO
O.251478289E+Ol

-O.238999372E+OO
-O.238508721E+OO

0.399133623E-02
0.472677 883E-02
0.181160633E-02
0.192118502E-02
O.305641016E-01
O.297411978E-01
o.327829759E-01
O.308779629E-01
O.273214126E-01
O.270274367E-01
O.133984645E-02

COLUMN

0.31077344?E+00
0.696037790E-Ol

MATRIX E:

COLUMN

O.238469853E+00
O.218871904E+Ol

MATRIX C:

COLUMN:
1 2

COLUMN 2

-0.983815897E-Ol
0.496741077E+00

COLUMN 2

0.559525829E+00
-0.272926563E+Ol

COLUMN 3

O.229070177E+Ol
O.237447386E+Ol

1
o

o
1

MATRIX D:

COLUMN

0.233860400E+00
-0.421449402E+00

COLUMN 2

0.490073140E+00
0.611963201E+00

COLUMN 3

-0.310158778E+00
-O.238999372E+00

EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX A:
~~~=~=~=================

REAL PART

O.361351374E+00
O.446163151E+OO

ESTIMATED OFFSET:
=================

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

OUTPUT: 1 0.882551001E+OO
OUTPUT: 2 -0.552973333E+Ol



PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.
STRUCTURAL IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

STHUCTURE DETERMINANT CRITERIUM PI
-==--===-=:=== =========== ========= OUTPUT: 1

PARAMETER VARIANCE
========= ========

S( 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0) 0.120BE+03 0.1000E+Ol 0.2751E+03
S( 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) 0.9224E+05 0.1377E+00 0.404BE+03
S( 1, 1 , 1 , 0, 0) 0.1791E+06 0.962BE-01 0.1001E+03 -0.427527611E-02 0.205035649E-05
S( 1 , 1, 1 , 1, 0) 0.3433E+06 0.9622E-01 0.9961E+02 -0.116B84001E+00 0.614110548E-05
S( 1, 1, 1 , 1 , 1) 0.7383E+06 0.7580E-01 0.9881E+02 0.876829791E+00 0.365282998E-04
S( 2, 1 , 1, 1, 1) 0.8107E+06 0.4987E-03 0.2623E+02 -0. 822007627E-02 0.142952564E-05
s( 2. 2, 1 , 1 , 1) 0.6375E+07 0.1902E-03 0.4107E+02 0.995186924E-01 0.135954986E-04
S( 2, 2, 2, 1 , 1) 0.1251E+08 0.1913E-03 0.1006E+03 -0.151403252E+00 0.538330022E-04
S( 2, 2, 2, 2, 1) 0.2329E+08 0.2573E-03 0.9818E+02 0.457301508E+00 0.326074518E-03
S( 2, 2. 2, 2, 2) 0.4884E+08 0.3484E-03 0.9758E+02 -0.261382978E-Ol 0.233903189E-04
S( 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) 0.4884E+OB 0.3484E-03 0.9758E+02 0.199771493E+00 0.129929738E-04
S( 2, 3, 2, 2, 2) 0.5376E+07 0.2097E-05 0.4859E+Ol -0.319908669E+00 0.506050864E-03
S( 2, 3, 3, 2, 2) 0.1020E+08 0.2050E-05 0.9896E+02 0.174939070E+00 0.472943466E-04
s( 2, 3, 3, 3, 2) 0.1798E+08 0.2024E-05 0.9552E+02 0.600775935E+00 0.141200477E-04
s( 2, 3, 3, 3, 3) 0.3346E+08 0.2659E-04 0.9191E+02 -0.132456648E+01 0.648794848E-03
s( 2 3, 3, 3, 3) 0.3346E+08 0.2659E-04 0.9191E+02 0.252019894E+01 0.194563197E-04,
s( 2, 4, 3, 3, 3 ) 0.3448E+06 0.9750E-07 0.1487E+01 -0.299465585E+00 0.121607595E-04
S( 2, 4, 4. 3, 3 ) 0.5704E+06 0.8401E-07 0.9238E+02 0.130173466E-01 0.357733458E-05
S( 2, 4, 4. 4, 3 ) 0.9297E+06 0.7997E-07 0.9186E+02
s( ') 4, 4, 4, 4) 0.1251E+06 0.2087E-06 0.2471E+02'- ,
S( 2, 4, 4, 4, 4) 0.1251E+06 0.2087E-06 0.2471E+02 ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.225905455E-05
s( 2, 5, 4, 4, 4) 0.1152E+04 0.9237E-08 0.1465E+02 ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.354970195E+05

MEAN VALUES, VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT 1:
MEAN VALUE= -.7236E+OO VARIANCE= 0.8019E-01 NU- 1= 2
PPCRE= 4.5%
OUTPUT 2:
MEAN VALUE= O.4899E+Ol VARIANCE= O.2343E+OO NU- 2= 3
PPCfU> 1. 5%



OUTPUT: 2
PARAMETER

-O.695165826E-05
o.162698648E-02

-0.163654523E-01
-o.602792855E-05

u.600427125E-01
-0.537943348E+00

O.136966560E+01
1l.368553978E+00

-1l.211136041E+01
O.275786661E+01

-0.400002346E+00
-1l.513161216E+00

0.299117224E+01
-O.354680674E+01

0.599996423E+00
O.328754118E+00

-O.205065339E+01
0.269839210E+01

-O.299987215E+00
-o.619956428E-01

VARIANCE

0.134139193E-08
0.485937917E-07
0.683632356E-07
0.223553023E-08
0.373964720E-05
0.669694219E-04
0.516502934E-04
0.115988907E-03
0.365127702E-03
0.827346334E-05
0.591466473E-08
0.247677 472E-03
0.606686685E-03
0.186247094E-04
0.625170740E-08
0.119213107E-03
0.360116602E-03
0.464174402E-05
0.540889468E-08
0.342241791E-06

REALIZATION.

MATRIX A:

COLUMN

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
-0.116884001E+00

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.162698648E-02

MATRIX B:

COLUMN

0.209588955E+00
0.243316789E+00
0.220999716E+01
0.112750592E+01
0.696884561E+00

COLUMN 2

0.100000000E+01
0.876829791E+00
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-0.163654523E-01

COLUMN 2

0.610875898E+00
0.617791002E+00

-0.272501228E+01
-0.107377938E+01
-0.490972060E+00

COLUMN 3

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.995186924E-01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.600427125E-01

COLUMN 3

0.230303763E+01
0.353617482E+00
0.228750994E+01
0.124874729E+01
0.752380040E+00

COLUMN 4

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
-0.151403252E+00

0.100000000E+01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-0.537943348E+00

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.214557858E-09
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.109198451E+10

00

MATRIX C:
~~==::::==:::;::==

COLUMN:
1 2 3 4 5

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

MATRIX D:

COLUMN

0.199771493E+00
-0.400002346E+00

COLUMN 2

0.600775935E+00
0.599996423E+00

COLUMN 3

-0.299465585E+00
-0.299987215E+00



EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX A: STRUCTURAL IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.
.~===;===================

STRUCTURE DETERMINANT CRITERIUM PI
REAL PART IMAGINAIR PART ========= =========== =========

0.795569933E+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.702015445E+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO S( 1• O. O. O. g~

0.1622E+02 0.1000E+01 0.1006E+03
0.148496024E+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO S( 1• 1 • ' O. o. 0.7146E+03 0.7019E+00 0.9732E+02
O.359800975E+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

!~
1• 1• 1 • o. 0) o • 1393E+04 0.6928E+00 0.1003E+03

0.240613012E+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 1• 1• 1 • 1 • 0) 0.2641E+04 0.6019E+00 0.9909E+02
1• 1 • 1 • 1 • 1) 0.5791E+04 0.5764E+00 0.9977E+02

S( 2. 1 • 1 • 1• 1) 0.6443E+04 0.1563E-01 0.2635E+02
S( 2. 2. 1• 1 • 1) 0.6780E+04 0.4214E-02 0.1504E+02

ESTIMATED OFFSET: S( 2. 2. 2. 1 • 1) 0.1330E+05 0.4205E-02 0.1006E+03
~~==============~ S( 2. 2. 2. 2. 1) 0.2454E+05 0.4169E-02 0.9774E+02

S( 2. 2. 2. 2. 2) 0.5243E+05 0.4654E-02 0.9848E+02
OUTPUT: 1 0.183425613E+00 S( 3. 2. 2. 2. 2) 0.3565E+03 0.8247E-04 0.2060E+01
OUTPUT: 2 -0.597764423E+00 s( 3. 2. 2. 2. 2) 0.3565E+03 0.8247E-04 0.2060E+01

~~
3. 2. 3. 2. 2) 0.6889E+03 0.8198E-04 0.9985E+02
3. 2. 3. 3. 2) 0.1216E+04 0.7997E-04 0.9559E+02

S( 3. 2. 3. 3. 3) 0.2520E+04 0.2320E-03 0.9699E+02
S( 4. 2. 3. 3. 3) 0.2198E+01 0.1077E-04 0.7379E+00
S( 4. 2. 3. 3. 3) 0.2198E+01 0.1077E-04 0.7379E+00
S( 4. 2. 4. 3. 3) 0.4206E+01 0.1072E-04 0.9936E+02
S( 4. 2. 4. 4. 3) 0.7246E+01 0.1061E-04 0.9444E+02
S( 4. 2. 4. 4. 4) 0.1419E+02 0.8486E-04 0.9430E+02
S( 5. 2. 4. 4. 4) 0.2619E-04 0.1005E-07 0.2498E+02

MEAN VALUES. VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT 1:
MEAN VALUE= -.2442E-01 VARIANCE= 0.8052E-01 NU- 1= 3
ppeRE= 0.7%
OUTPUT 2:

---" MEAN VALUE= -.3407E-01 VARIANCE= 0.2337E+00 NU- 2= 2
'-D PPCRE= 0.3%



PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.
OUTPUT: 2
PARAMETER VARIANCE

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.196891073E-09
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.118702234E+l0

OUTPUT: 1
PARAMETER

-O.258575425E-05
O.117111794E-Ol

-O.203120013E+00
0.957812871E+00

-O.531365852E-05
0.249318173E-Ol

-O.622747018E-Ol
0.201499826E+00
0.595772566E-Ol
0.184318892E-Ol
0.200001283E+00
-0.30154777~E+00

0.191466823E+00
0.353205469E-Ol
0.599998870E+00
0.366891001E+00

-O.1'J3259264E+Ol
0.258734827E+Ol

-O.3U0003769E+00
O.243108045E-Ol

VARIANCE

0.388116835E-l0
0.953246226E-08
0.532719981E-06
0.692321888E-06
o.648481762E-10
O.706621236E-08
0.166444369E-07
0.149602712E-06
0.782995632E-09
0.278242129E-07
0.170924904E-09
O.780084742E-07
O.217768937E-07
0.249896923E-06
0.180682426E-09
0.122130185E-05
0.439789145E-05
0.622332342E-07
O.156367024E-09
O.165184441E-09

0.485690206E-05
0.497493832E-01

-0.565178337E+00
0.680834487E+00
0.129849365E-04

-0.336733902E+00
0.124173965E+01

-0. 180950268E+01
0.267676075E+01

-0.536170230E+00
0.240720363E+01

-0.354625700E+01
0.191496973E+00

-0.616205203E+00
0.924541345E+00

-0.957349488E-01
-0.900704791E-Ol

0.831502049E-09
0.203073268E-06
0.113433539E-04
0.147410132E-04
0.138792228E-08
0.149721501E-06
0.352664719E-06
0.317209661E-05
0.164832253E-07
0.591855707E-06
0.,164734241E-05
0.464094066E-06
0.532437007E-05
0.260406141E-04
0.936314450E-04
0.132530235E-05
0.347854190E-08

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.232045286E-10
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.347020902E+l0

l\)
o



REALIZATION. EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX A:
===========;============

MATRIX A:

COLUMN

O.OOOOOOOOOF.+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
D.l17l11794E-01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
D.497493832E-01

COLUMN 2

O.100000000E+01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-O.203120013E+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-O.565178337E+OO

COLUMN 3

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.100000000E+01
O.957812871E+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.680834487E+OO

COLUMN 4

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.249318173E-01
o.oooOOOOOOE+OO

-O.336733902E+OO

REAL PART

O.997513243E-01
O.799979199E+OO
O.'399838366E+OO
O.249936241E+OO
o.650047395E+OO

ESTIMATED OFFSET:

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

MATRIX B:

COLUMN

O.209995692E+OO
O.244999604E+OO
O.248251784E+OO
O.220999775E+01
O.112750266E+01

COLUMN 2

O.610007187E+OO
O.616503152E+OO
O.356727073E+OO

-O.272500949E+01
~O.107376467E+01

COLUMN 3

O.230000080E+01
o.349996157E+OO
O.814989884E-01
O.228751002E+01
O.124875661E+01

OUTPUT: 1 O.199981654E+OO
OUTPUT: 2 -O.599956397E+OO

MATRIX C:
-==~===..:::..._~_.:..::==

COLUMN:
1 2 3 4 5

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

MATRIX D:

COLUMN

O.200001283E+OO
-O.400002459E+OO

COLUMN 2

O.599998870E+OO
O.599996896E+UO

COLUMN 3

-O.300003769E+OO
-O.299987861E+OO



STRUCTURAL IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: 0.238862714E-10
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.337098931E+10

STRUCTURE

S( 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
S( 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
S( 1, 1, 1,0,0)
S( 1, 1, 1, 1, 0)
S( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
S( 2,1,1,1,1)
S( 2, 2.1.1.1)
S( 2. 2. 2. 1. 1)
S( 2. 2. 2. 2. 1)
S( 2. 2. 2. 2. 2)
S( 3, 2, 2, 2. 2)
S( 3. 2, 2. 2. 2)
S( 3. 2. 3. 2. 2)
S( 3. 2. 3. 3. 2)
S( 3. 2. 3. 3, 3)
S( I.. 2. 3. 3. 3)
s( 4. 2. 3. 3. 3)
s( 4. 2. 4. 3, 3)
S( 4. 2. 4. 4, 3)
s( 4. 2. 4. 4, 4)
s( 5. 2. 4. 4, 4)

DETERMINANT

0.1644E+02
0.7230E+03
0.1409E+04
0.2672E+04
0.5858E+04
0.6392E+04
0.6685E+04
0.1313E+05
0.2420E+05
0.5184E+05
0.1329E+03
0.1329E+03
0.2574E+03
0.4511E+03
0.9393E+03
0.5549E-05
0.5549E-05
0.1063E-04
0.1828E-04
0.3751E-04
0.1980E-12

CRITERIUM

0.1000E+Ol
0.7018E+00
0.6934E+00
0.6000E+00
0.5746E+00
0.1502E-01
0.4103E-02
0.4095E-02
0.4059E-02
0.4042E-02
0.3082E-04
0.3082E-04
0.3065E-04
0.2974E-04
0.3162E-03
0.7157E-10
0.7157E-10
0.7131E-10
0.7051E-10
0.1236E-06
0.6080E-10

PI

0.1013E+03
0.9724E+02
0.1003E+03
0.9909E+02
0.9975E+02
0.2610E+02
0.1500E+02
0.1007E+03
0.9771 E+02
0.9861E+02
0.1265E+01
0.1265E+01
0.9997E+02
0.9525E+02
0.9723E+02
0.1920E-02
o•1920E-02
0.9942E+02
0.9436E+02
0.9651E+02
0.2498Et02

OUTPUT: 1
PARAMETER

0.117697755E-01
-0.203552935E+OO

O.958304830E+OO
O.248854759E-01

-0.622066473E-01
0.193690684E+00
0.437594585E-01
0.209996337E+OO

-0.279415806E+OO
0.319300223E-01
O.610007614E+OO
O.356566553E+00

-0.185410658E+01
0.230000084E+Ol
0.243029461E-Ol

VARIANCE

0.134873281E-08
0.859306738E-07
0.117268521E-06
0.155479825E-08
0.426392121E-08
0.278811857E-07
0.521072330E-08
0.143925910E-09
0.214253021E-07
0.432251740E-07
0.155510430E-09
0.169688025E-06
0.622951756E-06
0.136084574E-09
0.269913491E-10

VARIANCE= 0.8052E-01

VARIANCE= 0.2337E+00

MEAN VALUES. VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT 1:
MEAN VALUE= -.4098E-01
ppellE= 0.0%
OUTPUT 2:
M~AN VALUE= -.3187E-01
PPI.:IU; 0.0%

N
N

NU- 1= 3

NU- 2= 2



OUTPUT: 2
PARAMETER

O.496037334E-01
-U.564108539E+OO

o.679620069E+OO
-O.3j6617364E+OO

().124156677E+01
-(1.166440384E+01

u.206728099E+01
O.223463971E+01

-O.313958175E+Ol
-U.531752570E+OO

U.724386052E+OO
-O.9CJ0530926E-01

VARIANCE

O.248862299E-07
0.159145361E-05
O.217885960E-05
0.287824256E-07
O.790737370E-07
0.516898510E-06
0.972965318E-07
0.395500646E-06
0.802652533E-06
0.314674893E-05
0.115764349E-04
0.516444858E-09

REALIZATION.

MATRIX A:

COLUMN

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.117697755E-01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.496037334E-01

MATRIX B:

COLUMN 2

0.100000000E+01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-O.203552935E+00
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-0.564108539E+00

COLUMN 3

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.100000000E+01
O.958304830E+00
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
o.679620069E+00

COLUMN 4

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
0.248854759E-01
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

-0.336617364E+00

ESTIMATED VARIANCE OF THE NOISE: O.199849817E-09
ESTIMATED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 0.116944858E+10

COLUMN

O.209996337E+OO
O.244999962E+OO
0.248253350E+OO
0.220999872E+01
O.112750330E+01

COLUMN 2

0.610007614E+00
0.616503265E+OO
0.356727042E+00

-0.272500833E+01
-0.107376260E+01

COLUMN 3

0.230000084E+01
0.349995329E+00
0.814983449E-01
0.228751278E+01
0.124876103E+01

MATRIX C:
=========

COLUMN:
1 2 3 4 5

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

MATRIX D:

COLUMN

0.200001283E+OO
-O.400002459E+00

COLUMN 2

0.599998870E+00
0.599996896E+00

COLUMN 3

-0.300003769E+OO
-0.299987861E+00



~IGENVALUES OF MATRIX A: MODEL-TO-MODEL-FIT.
RECONSTRUCTION ERRORS:

INPUT-FILE: SYSTE.DAT
SIMULATION-FILE: SIM.DATREAL PART

O.999565054E-01
O.799996651E+00
0.399917039E+00
O.65CJCJ26925E+00
0.24997 4482E+00

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

OUTPUT 1:
OUTPUT 2:

0.0010%
0.0012%

~STIMATED OFFSET:

OUTPUT: 1 O. 199999529E+00
OUTPUT: 2 -0.599997510E+00

START OF THE RUN: 14-0CT-83 15:40:21
END OF THE RUN: 14-0CT-83 15:52:57

Remark: One column of the matrix A is missing.
This is caused by the paper format, which
was to small for a 5 * 5 matrix!



Example of the output-file OUT.DAT. listed in the
compressed mode. IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

VARIANCE= 0.8510E-01

VARIANCE= 0.2445E+00

NU- 2= 3

NU- 1= 2VARIANCE= 0.8019E-01

VARIANCE= 0.2343E+00

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

REAL PART

0.795569933E+00
0.702015445E+00
0.148496024E+00
0.359800975E+00
0.240613012E+00

=~=~=~==================

EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX A:

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO:
OUTPUT 1: 0.3550E+05
OUTPUT 2: 0.1092E+10

MEAN VALUES, VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT: 1:
MEAN VALUE= -.7236E+00
PPCRE= 4.5%
OUTPUT: 2:
MEAN VALUE= 0.4899E+01
PPCRE= 1.5%

NU- 2=

NU- 1=

SYSTE.DAT. S/N=100dB. EXAMPLE.
INPUT-FILE: SYSTE.DAT
NUMBER OF SAMPLES: 200
START-SAMPLE: 1
CRITERIUM: 0.100E+01
LEAST SQUARES METHOD
D-MATRIX CORRECTION

ID~NTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

MEAN VALUES, VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT: 1:
MEAN VALUE= 0.1667E+00
PFCRE= 36.7%.
OUTPUT: 2:
MEAN VALUE= -.6275E+00
PPCRE= 32.3%

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO:
OUTPUT 1: 0.2431E+02
OUTPUT 2: 0.1009E+03

EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX A:

ilEAL PART

O.361351374E+00
0.446163151E+00

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

ESTIMATED OFFSET:
======~==========

OUTPUT: 1 O. 183425613E+00
OUTPUT: 2 -0. 597764423E+00

ESTIMATED OFFSET:

OUTPUT: 1 0.882551001E+00
OUTPUT: 2 -0.552973333E+01



DENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.
IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO GUIDORZI.

NU- 2= 2

NU- 1= 3

VARIANCE= 0.2337E+00

VARIANCE= 0.8052E-01

SI~NAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO:

OUTPUT 1: 0.3371E+10
OUTPUT 2: 0.1169E+10

MEAN VALUES, VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

OUTPUT: 1:
MEAN VALUE= -.4098E-01
PPCRE= 0.0%
OUTPUT: 2:
MEAN VALUE= -.3187E-01
PPCRE= 0.0%NU- 2= 2

NU- 1= 3VARIANCE= 0.8052E-01

VARIANCE= 0.2337E+00

IGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO:
UTPUT 1: 0.3470E+10
UTPUT 2: 0.1187E+10

EAN VALUES, VARIANCES AND STRUCTURAL INVARIANTS:

UTPUT: 1:
EAN VALUE= -.2442E-01
PCREc 0.7%
UTPUT: 2:
EAN VALUE= -.3407E-01
PCRl<:= 0.3%

IGENVALUES OF MATRIX A:
EIGENVALUES OF MATRIX A:

--_._===~==~============

REAL PART

0.997 513243E-01
0.799979199E+00
0.3998J8366E+00
0.249936241E+00
0.650047395E+00

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

REAL PART

0.999565054E-01
0.799996651E+00
0.399917039E+00
0.650026925E+00
0.249974482E+00

IMAGINAIR PART

O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO

:STIMA'l'ED OFFSET:
ESTIMATED OFFSET:

===:======~======

IU'l'PUT: 1 0.199981654E+00
IUTPU'I': 2 -0.5999 56397E+00

OUTPUT: 1 0.199999529E+00
OUTPUT: 2 -0.599997510E+00



Iple of the text-file created by the data-generation part.

.e SYSTEA.DAT contents information about generated data in file SYSTE.DAT.

~ system has the following state-space representation.
irix A:
1000E+00 O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO
lOOOE+OO 0.6500E+00 O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO
lOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO 0.4000E+00 O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO
lOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO 0.2500E+00 O.OOOOE+OO
lOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+00
irix B:
iOOOE+OO -.4000E+00 0.6000E+00
000E+01 0.3000E+00 0.5000E+00

lOOOE+OO -.1000E+01 0.7500E+00
200E+01 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO

iOOOE+OO -.7000E+00 0.1000E+01
irix c:
iOOOE+OO 0.1200E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1450E+01 0.2000E+01
000E+01 0.7500E+00 0.1750E+01 -.8000E+00 O.OOOOE+OO
irix D:
~OOOE+OO 0.6000E+00 -.3000E+00
,OOOE+OO 0.6000E+00 -.3000E+00

)ut-signals which are used for input: 1.
lssian white noise, standard deviation: 0.1000E+00.
)ut-signals which are used for input: 2.
lssian white noise, standard deviation: 0.1000E+00.
)ut-signals which are used for input: 3.
lssian white noise, standard deviation: 0.1000E+00.

:set values of the output:
iput 1: 0.2000E+00
iput 2: -.6000E+00

.tial values of the state vector:
~000E+01, 0.1000E+00, 0.3000E+00, 0.4000E+00, 0.5000E+00

lturbing white noise with a signal-to-noise-ratio: 0.1000E+11.

~ used
: ( I )
~343

1457
1876
1876
~765
1876
'645
234
;464
265

1412
1843
1765
)111

random
KY(I)

7565
12654

8764
1234
5234

25647
21987

6975
3451
9999
4097

17765
10010

3654

generators have the following initial values:

300 samples generated.

28



pIe of the file SIMDAT.DAT.

325
3 2
19999952878769156D+OO
59999750996994476D+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
10000000000000000D+01
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
10000000000000000D+01
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
11769775486681233D-01
20355293541020458D+OO
95830482988650267D+OO
24885475920283118D-01
62206647293149063D-01
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
10000000000000000D+01
49603733385577442D-01
56410853927756221D+OO
67962006892339843D+OO
33661736380415741D+OO
12415667729493069D+01
20999633658144869D+OO
61000761424524771D+OO
23000008363225824D+01
24499996211265702D+OO
61650326531891364D+OO
34999532888211027D+OO
24825334976101878D+OO
35672704194180965D+OO
81498344871326561D-01
22099987158331576D+01
27250083288467879D+01
22875127786965704D+01
11275032970128256D+01
10737626014488481D+01
12487610262543214D+01
10000000000000000D+01
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO

29

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
O.10000000000000000D+01
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO
O.20000128260682390D+OO
O.59999887033880456D+OO

-O.30000376878650639D+OO
-O.40000245939636121D+OO

O.59999689619158469D+OO
-O.29998786099299163D+OO



Appendix B. Exa~ple of ~ run.

>F:UN GUI
WHICH OPERATION HAS TO BE RUNNED?

1: IDENTIFICATION
2: BIt-"1l.tl.AT!ClN
3: GENERATION OF THE IMPULSE-RESPONSE
4: DATA GENNERATION
5: GENERATION OF TH£ FILE FOR AUTOMATIC ESTIMATION

4
YOU AR E ALLCHrJE ft 1" 0 CHA NGE ~.; Cll'lE \1 AL LIE S •
TYPE THE NU/1 BEf;: OF rHF. lh) LI.J E {,j HXCH SHAL I..El r:: CHAN GEII •
0: NO CHANGES
I: NUMBER OF THE OPERATION: 4
o
This ? r031' am ~1:HH~ I' i:3 t I:!:> i l"ll"' (J t - i:~n d OIJ 1..1'" IJ t -~··I:'U IJI:' fH: I:'~:. 0 f
a s':!s tem "Ii tit tit l'~~ i nplj"i;.s ond I:,~w OIJtPIJ ts. YOIJ ila'le the
po~~ i bi 1 i t~ to choos~ unl:' l.\f thl:' r' I'~- P 1'(.'8 I' ~IJlmed s~~!:>tI:'OIS (.1 r
toen t e... ~ 0 U l' 0 Wn r;. ~ s· t f.1 IfJ i n ;J .j i a 3 0 n:~ J. l' 0 1'19. How ~ v ~ I' I:, h e
B- iHld C-Illatl'ices I'l:-'Inairss :identicall~ in <:>.11 c~ses.

O.OOOE+OO
O.OOOE'+OO

'~~stelh~ [YiN)?

0.200£+01
O.OOOE+OO

0.14~iE+Ol

-0.800E+00
O.OOOE+OO
0.175Ei-01

The pre-PI'OSI'alllmf.1d s~sl:,l:?ms al'e:
di~g(A)::.( .e, .65, .4, .25,.:1.): 1
dias(A)=( .. 3, .. 6, )5, .9, .. 7) :2
dia~(A)=(.I,.9, .8, .8S, .3) : 3
dia3(A)=( .7, .'2,.1, .9, .1!,) :4

In all this cases thl:' B-matrix is:
0.500E~00 -0.400E+00 0.600E+00
O.jOOE+Ol O.300E+00 0.500E+OO
O.OOOE+OO -0.100E+Ol 0.750E+OO

-0.120E+01 0.100E+Oj O.OOOEtOO
0.500E+00 -0.700E+00 0.100E+Ol

and the C-m~tr-ix is:
-0.500E+00 0.120E+Ol

0.100E+Ol 0.730E+00
and the D-matrix is:

O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO
O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO

Want ~OIJ IJSI:? on':! IJf thl:?se
Y
Ent~r the number of lhe choosl:'n sYstem [1,2,3,4J.
1
D0 ~!, 0 IJ wan t to a 1 tel' !i. 0 IIII:' 01 cd.. I' :i. 1.'1:' !:'. ? [ Y/ N J
Y
Whie h DI a t I' i >: ~ h i:3 1 1 it E' c~ 1 t.1:' \" I:' d? [ A , R , C , D , R:.-' R !:> Sd ~ J
D
En t ~ I' 1, h e Ii' 1 e '" n t. !:'. (.\ f D •
• 2,.6,-.3
-.4~ .6,-.3
Wh j c h ft, i:3 t I' i >: ~; II cs 11 be s 1 t l:-' 1'1:' d? r A , B , C , 1"' , fo::.:: F: ~ s d ':! )
j=;:

Th~ defcPJlt. iflF-IJt i~, ~h~IJS!:'iul ~Jhitl:' ~Jlt:ite niose,
with e Ci IJ ~ 1 St 2, 11 d .-;l r d d ~ 'I i;~ l~ :i. 0 n •
D0 ~ (J U ? r ~ f e}' 0 t. h €' I' !:' i :1 n i:3 1 s? [Y / N J
N

Entl:-'r th~ sland2rd d~viation•
• 1
Enter the uffsl:'t-vslues ~f thl:' ~utputs (twa values) •
• 2,-.6
Ent~I' the irJiti.d ~t~L.1:' 5 valu~s).

2.,.1,.3,.4~.S

EntE'r the numb~r uf s~mpl~s!

300 30



'rOI.1 Ini:S~ (;iti:Jn~t' thf:> jnjL:ie::l v21uI:! c.d' UlE:' 1"~lJd(lIlJ ~.H""H"'I'at.or·.

T~pe Y if' f ~(J<.J Wdn t. t.o d(J til i. '0:, •

1'1
Ent~I' s·isnal-'Lc.1-r,(1is·f:>--l'2tio.
1.0E10
Th f:> !~ e neT' e-t ted oj C:~ t ~ i s' i.:~ v:i i:>. b] l:' in til"", f:i 1 ~ : s ySn:: I l"' AT
~:TId t.he infor'mation ;"~br.)IJt thi:;; d~t~ in the t'il~:SYSTEA.[lAT"

'3HALL 1·.lE rONTINUE???'n? rY/NJ

~HIrH OPERATION HAS 10 BE RUNNED?
1: TDENT[FIC~rION

2: SIMULATION
3: GENERATION OF 1HE IMPULSE-RESPONSE
4: DATA GENNZRAfION
5: GENERATION OF THE FILE FOR AUTOMATIC ESTIMATION

1
ENTER FILE-NAME.
SYSTE.DAT
ENTER NUMBER OF INPUTS.
3
ENTER NUMBER OF OUTPUTS.
2
ENTER NUMBER OF SAMPLES TO BE USED FOR THE ESTIMATION.
200
ENTER START-SAMPLE.
1
SHOUl.!) AN ORDER-TEST BE RUNNEr,? r YINJ
'(

ENTER THE VALUE OF THE CRITERIUM FOR THIS TEST.
1 .0
D-MATRIX rORRECTION? [Y/NJ
Y
WHIrH ESTIMATION METHOD?

1: LEAST SQUARES
2: COMPENSATED LEAST SQUARES

1
COMPLETE LISTING? (Y/NJ
'(

GIVE THE TITLE OF THE 1EXT-FILE.
SYSTEM 'SYSTE'~ S/N=100DB, EXAMPLE.
YOU ARE ALLOWED 10 CHANGE SOME VALUES.
TYPE THE NUMBE~: OF THE 1)I~LUf:: 1m [CH SHAI.L BE CHANGED.
0: NO CHANGES
1: NUMBER OF THE OPERATION: 1
2: FILE-NAME~ S,(ST~>OAT

3: NUMBER OF I NF'UTS: 3
4: NUMBER OF OUTPUTS; 2
5: N1I MBE R 0 F SAM PL E S : 200, ST Afn - SA/'l F' L E : 1
6: ORDER-TEST WITH CRITERIUM; 1,0000
7: D-MATRIX rORRECTION
8: LEAST SQUARES METHOD SHALL BE USED
<;': ('. ml PLET ELI S TIN G
10: TITl..E: OF fE::n FILE

ITEF:ATION:
STRUCTURAL
PARAMETRIC
ITERATION:
STRllrTUF:AL
PARHi''iE1 F:IC

1
IDENTIFICATION COMPLETED
IDENTIFICATION COMPLETED

2
IDEN1IFlrATION COMPLETED
IDENTIFICATION COMPLETED
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~n:RA1ION: ~

.: TF:LICTURAL. J I1EHT IF I rAT I ON CO!'iF'LE TED
PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION COMPLETED
ITfF:ATION: <1
S T F:lIC TUF:AL I DE NT I F I CAT JON C(1I'iF'L ETED
PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION COMPLETED
S Hf1 L L ItJ E r 0 ~I TIN 1I E l' ? l' ?? ? Cy./ 1'1 )

WHICH OPERATION HAS TO BE RUNNED?
1: IDENTCFICATXON
2: SHlllLATION
3: GENE.RAT ION (IF THE HiF'ULSF.·-F:ESPONSE
4: DATA GENNERATION
5: GENERATION OF THE' fIl.E FOF: AUTO~1A·t JC E'STIl'iATION

2
yOU ARE ALLOWED TO CHANGE SOME VAL.UES.
TYPE rHE NUM»ER OF THE: V~l.lJE !·JHICH SHALL 8E CHANGED.
{J: NO CHANGES
1: NUMBER OF THE OPERATION: 2
o
MODEL VALIDATION [1] OR MonEl-TO-MODEl FIT [OJ?
o
NAME OF FIl.E CONTA IN ING 1 NPUT·-IlATA
SYSTE.DAT
NAME OF OUTPUT DATA-FILE
SIM.DAT
ANY CHANGES? [YIN]
N
SHALL WE CONTINUE?????? [YIN]
Y

'WHICH OPERATION HAS TO BE RUNNED1'
1: IDENTIFICAYION
2: SIMULATION
3: GENERATION OF THE IMPULSE-RESPONSE
4: DATA GENNERArtON
5: GENERATION OF THE FIl.E. Fat:: AUTOMATIC ESTIMATION

3
YOLl ARE AllOWED TO CHANGE E;m1E VALUE S.
TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE VALUE WHICH SHALL BE CHANGED.
0: NO CHANGES
1: NUMBER OF THE OPERATION: 3
o
THERE ARE 3 FILES CONTAINING IMPULSE-RESPONSES.
SHALL WE CONTINUE?????? [YIN]
N
TT2 STOP
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Introduction

This guide is ment to be a useful help for those, who want

to change or extend the program GUI. The contents of this

manual is the listing of the subroutine headings and the

description of the instructions which has to be used to

build the task on the PDP 11/60 computer. More information

about the program can be derived from the users guide.

Eindhoven, 12-10-1983,

J.B. Meertens.
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Chapter 1

The Subroutines

In this chapter the heading of the subroutines are listed.

PROGRAM GUIMTH
LOGICAL STP
BYTE DATEX(9),TIMEX(8) ,ANSWER

C
C This program is devellopped to perform identification,
C simulation, and generation of the Markov-parameters.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C UNIT=8: command-file.
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE, CLOS$, DATE, GUI, IMPULS, OFFSET, OPEN$, SIM, TIME,
~ STUUR, SYST.
C

Used COMMON-Fields.

KOLADM:

NKOL: maximum dimensions of the information

matrix.

IWYZIG: input or output, which has been extended

during the last run of SUPDAT.

LSAM: number of samples used for the estimation.

NRECST: start-record of the data.

NVAR: number of inputs and outputs.

IKOL: actual dimensions of the information matrix.

NIN: number of inputs.

NOUT: number of outputs.

CR:

EPS: criterium-value used during the structural

identification.
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C

SUBROUTINE ADMIN(IIN,AMPIN,OFFSET,A,B,C,D,AR,BR,CR,XP,KX,KY,
FLNAME,FLNAM1,SNR,KPL,IRW,IP,IQ,IRANK,IRARK)
REAL AMPIN(IP,6),A(IRANK,IRANK),B(IRANK,IP),C(IQ,IRANK),
D(IQ,IP),AR(IRARK,IRARK),XP(IRANK),BR(IRARK,IQ),
CR(IQ,IRARK),OFFSET(IQ),SNR
INTEGER IP,IQ,IRANK,IRARK,IRW,KPL,KX(IP*4+IQ),KY(IP*4+IQ),
IIN(IP,6)
BYTE FLNAME(11),FLNAM1(11)

This subroutines writes the information about the genera
ted data and writes the model-parameters to the file
SIMDAT.DAT.

Parameters:
IRW (integer): switch, which indicates which type of noise

is used as disturbing noise.
IRW=O: gaussian white noise.
IRW=1: coloured noise.

KPL (integer): number of samples.
IP (integer): number of inputs.
IQ (integer): number of outputs.
IRANK (integer): order of the system.
IRARK (integer): order of the filter for the noise (if

used).
KX(IP*4+IQ) (integer): contains the start-values of the

noise generators.
KY(IP*4+IQ) (integer): contains the start-values of the

noise generators.
IIN(IP,6) (integer): contains the kind of used input

signals.
SNR (real): signal-to-noise-ratio.
AMPIN(IP,6) (real): contains the amplitudes of the input

signal.
OFFSET(IQ) (real): contains the offset-values.
XP(IRANK) (real): contains the initial-values of the state-

vector.
A(IRANK,IRANK) (real): contains the A-matrix of the system.
B(IRANK,IQ) (real): contains the B-matrix of the system.
C(IQ,IRANK) (real): contains the C-matrix of the system.
D(IQ,IP) (real): contains the D-matrix of the system.
AR(IRARK,IRARK) (real): contains the A-matrix of the

noise-filter.
BR(IRARK,IQ) (real): contains the B-matrix of the noise

filter.
CR(IQ,IRARK) (real): contains the C-matrix of the noise

filter.
FLNAME(11) (byte): contains the name of the data-file.
FLNAM1(11) (byte): contains the name of the information

file.

Files:
UNIT=3: information-file.
UNIT=6: model-files (contains the parameters of the model).

Routines:
CLOSE, OPEN$.
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C
C
C
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C

SUBROUTINE COMPA(XPAR,NU,A)
.COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XPAR(51,10),A(50,50)
DIMENSION NU(10)

This subroutine composes the matrix A of the quadruple
(A,B,C,D) out of the parameter vectors XPAR.

Parameters:
NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the

subsystems.
A(50,50) (double): contains on exit the matrix A.

Files:
None.

Routines:
$MINO.

SUBROUTINE COMPB(A,BA,B,X,IDIMM)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 A(50,50),BB(50,10),BA(50,10),B(50),X(50)
REAL*8 Q .
DIMENSION IP(50)

C
C This subroutine computes the matrix B of the quadruple
C (A,B,C,D) out of the matrix M and the thee matrix with
C the 'beta'-elements.
C
C Parameters:
C IDIMM (integer): contains the order of the system.
C A(50,50) (double): contains the elements of the matrix M.
C BA(50,10) (double): contains the matrix with the 'beta'-
C elements.
C BB(50,10) (double): contains on exit the matrix B.
C B(50),X(50) (double): scratch-vectors.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C CRTDCM, CRTSOL.
C
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C

SUBROUTINE COMPBA(XPAR,NU,BA)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XPAR(S1,10),BA(SO,10)
DIMENSION NU(10)

This subroutine composes the matrix with the 'beta'-ele
ments out of the parameter vectors XPAR.

Parameters:
NU(10) (inte~er): contains the structural invariants.
XPAR(S1,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the

subsystems.
BA(SO,10) (double): contains on exit the matrix with the

'beta'-elements.

Files:
None.

Routines: :
$MINO.

SUBROUTINE COMPM(XPAR,NU,M,IDIMM)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 M(SO,SO),XPAR(S1,10)
DIMENSION NU(10)

This subroutine composes the matrix M out of the parameter
vectors XPAR.

Parameters:
IDIMM (integer): contains on exit the order of the system.
NU(10) (inte~er): contains the structural invariants.
XPAR(S1,10) (double): contains the parameter-value of the

subsystems.
M(SO,SO) (double): contains on exit the matrix M.

Files:
None.

Routines:
$MINO.
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SUBROUTINE COR(D,YO)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 YO(SO),D(10,10)
REAL U( 10) , Y(10 )

C
C This subroutine corrects the output-data y(k) with Du(k)
C and with the offset-values.
C
C Parameters:
C D(10,10) (double): contains the D-matrix of the quadruple
C (A,B,C,D).
C YO(50) (double): contains the offset-values.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: data-file.
C UNIT=?: scratch-file (processed data-file).
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

SUBROUTINE COR1
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 D(10,10),YO(50)

C
C This subroutine corrects the output-data y(k) with Du(k).
C
C Parameters:
C None.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C READD, COR.
C

?
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SUBROUTINE COV(NU,IDELTA,S,YSOM,XPAR,VAR,IP,R,C,ICOMP,ISTUUR)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XPAR(51,10),YSOM(50),S(50,50),R(50),
C(50),VAR(50,10)
DIMENSION NU(10),IDELTA(10),IP(50)
REAL*8 XP,Q
LOGICAL SINGLR

This subroutine estimates the variances of the parameters
of a subsystem of the MIMO-system.

Parameters:
ICOMP (integer): indicates the estimation-method which has

to be used.
ICOMP=O: least squares estimator.
ICOMP=1: compensated least squares estima

tor.
ISTUUR (integer): indicates whether the structural or the

. parametric identification is running.
NU{10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
IDELTA(10) (integer): contains the number of vectors of

an input or an output.
IP(50) (inte~er): scratch-vector.
XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the

subsystems.
VAR(50,10) (double): contains the variances of the para

meters.
S(50,50),YSOM(50),R(50),C(50) (double): scratch-matrix

and -vectors.

Files:
None.

Routines:
CRTDCM, CRTSOL, RDS.
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SUBROUTINE CRTDCM(X,H,IP,SINGLR,Q)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 X(50,50),NORM(50),H(50,50)
DIMENSION IP(50)
REAL*8 S,SOM,Q,R
LOGICAL SINGLR

C
C This subroutine decomposes the matrix X into matrix H,
C according to the Crout-decomposition.
C
C Parameters:
C IP(50) (integer): contains on exit information about the
C row-interchange.
C Q (double): contains on exit the value of the smallest
C pivot.
C X(50,50) (double): input-matrix.
C H(50,50) (double): output-matrix, contains on exit the
C decomposition of X.
C SINGLR (boolean): is set if the matrix X is singular.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

SUBROUTINE CRTDC2(X,H,IP,SINGLR,Q,IKOL)
REAL*8 X(50,10),NORM(10),H(50,10)
DIMENSION IP(10)
REAL*8 S,SOM,Q,R
LOGICAL SINGLR

C
C This subroutine decomposes the matrix X into the matrix H,
C acoording to the Crout-decomposition.
C
C Parameters:
C IKOL (integer): contains the dimension of the matrices X
C and H and the vector IP.
C IP(10) (integer): contains on exit information about the
C row-interchange.
C Q (double): contains on exit the value of the smallest
C pivot.
C X(50,10) (double): input-matrix.
C H(50,10) (double): output-matrix, contains on exit the
C decomposition of X.
C SINGLR (boolean): is set if the matrix X is singular.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C None.
C
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SUBROUTINE CRTDC1(X,H,IP,SINGLR,Q,IKOL)
REAL*8 X(10,10),NORM(10),H(10,10)
DIMENSION IP(10)
REAL*8 S,SOM,Q,R
LOGICAL SINGLR

C
C This subroutine decomposes the matrix X into the matrix H,
C according to the Crout-decomposition.
C
C Parameters:
C IKOL (integer): contains the dimension or the matrices X
C and H and the vector IP.
C IP(10) (integer): contains on exit information about the
C row-interchange.
C Q (double): contains on exit the value of the smallest
C pivot.
C X(10,10) (double): input-matrix.
C H(10,10) (double): output-matrix, contains on exit the
C decomposi tion of X.
C SINGLR (boolean): is set if the matrix X is singular.
C
C Files:
·c None.
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

SUBROUTINE CRTDTM(H,IP,D)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 H(50,50)
DIMENSION IP(50)
REAL*8 D

C
C This subroutine computes the, determinant of the matrix A,
C if this matrix A is given in its Crout-decomposed form.
C
C Parameters:
C IP(50) (integer): contains the information about the row-
C interchange.
C D (double): contains on exit the determinant of the ma-
C trix A.
C H(50,50) (double): contains the decomposition of the ma-
C trix A.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C None.
C
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SUBROUTINE CRTSL1(ALU,IP,B,X,IKOL)
REAL*8 ALU(10,10),B(10),X(10)
DIMENSION IP(10)
REAL*8 R,SOM

C
C This subroutine solves the equation Ax=b, if A is given in
C its Crout-decomposed form.
C
C Parameters:
C IKOL (integer): contains the dimension of the matrix ALU
C and the vector IP.
C IP(10) (integer): contains the information about the row-
C interchange.
C ALU(10,10) (double): contains the decomposition of the ma-
C trix A.
C B(10) (double): contains the input-vector b.
C X(10) (double): contains on exit the solution of the
C equation Ax=b.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE CRTSL2(ALU,IP,B,X,IKOL)
REAL*8 ALU(50,10),B(50),X(50)
DIMENSION IP(10)
REAL*8 R,SOM

This subroutine solves the equation Ax=b, if A is given in
its Crout-decomposed form.

Parameters:
IKOL (integer): contains the dimension of the matrix ALU

and the vector IP.
IP(10) (integer): contains the information about the row

interchange.
ALU(50,10) (double): contains the decomposition of the ma

trix A.
B(50) (double): contains the input-vector b.
X(50) (double): contains on exit the solution of the

equation Ax=b.

Files:
None.

Routines:
None.
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SUBROUTINE CRTSOL(ALU,IP,B,X)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL~8 ALU(50,50),B(50),X(50)
DIMENSION IP(50)
REAL*8 R,SOM

C
C This subroutine solves the equation Ax=b, if A is given in
C its Crout-decomposed form.
C
C Parameters:
C IP(50) (integer): contains the information about the row-
C interchange.
C ALU(50,50) (double): contains the decomposition of the ma-
C trix A.
C B(50) (double): contains the input-vector b.
C X(50) (double): contains on exit the solution of the
C equation Ax=b.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

SUBROUTINE DEBIAS(XGEM)
REAL*8 XGEM(10)
REAL X(10)

C
C This subroutine computes the mean values of the inputs and
C outputs and corrects the data-file with these values.
C
C Parameters:
C XGEM(10) (double): contains on exit the means of the in-
C puts and outputs.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: data-file.
C UNIT=6: scratch-file (processed data-file).
C
C Routines:
C OPEN$.
C
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SUBROUTINE EIGVAL (N,A,WR,WI)
COMMON !KOLADM!NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 A(50,50),WR(50),WI(50)

This subroutine computes the eigenvalues of the matrix A.

Parameters:
N (integer): contains the dimension of the matrix A.
A(50,50) (double): contains the matrix A of which the

eigenvalues are computed.
WR(50) (double): contains on exit the real parts of the

eigenvalues.
WI(50) (double): contains on exit the imaginairy parts of

the eigenvalues.

Files:
None.

Routines:
ORTHES, HQR.

FUNCTION GAUSS(IP,IQ,KX,KY,I,SD)
DIMENSION KX(IP*4+IQ),KY(IP*4+IQ)

C
C This function generates gaussian white noise of IP*4+IQ
C indepent channels.
C
C Parameters:
C I (integer): contains the channel in use.
C IP (integer): number of inputs.
C IQ (integer): number of outputs.
C KX(IP*4+IQ) (integer): contains the start-values of the
C noise-generators.
C KY(IP*4+IQ) (integer): contains the start-values of the
C noise-generators.
C SD (real): contains the standard-deviation of the channel.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C $RAN.
C
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SUBROUTINE GUI(STP,LUN,IRUN,ICONT)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
COMMON /EPS/CR
REAL A1 (10 ) ,A2 (10 )
REAL*8 XPAR(51,10),X(10),X2(10)
DIMENSION NU(10),NUO(10)
LOGICAL STP,STABLE

C
C This subroutine regulates the identification and the reali-
C zation.
C
C Parameters:
C ICONT (integer): indicates the first run.
C ICONT=O: first run.
C ICONT=1: any other run.
C IRUN (integer): indicates the operation.
C IRUN=1: identification.
C IRUN=2: simulation.
C IRUN=3: generation ~f the Markov-parameters.
C IRUN=4: data-generation.
C IRUN=5: creation of the file for auto-
C matic identification.
C LUN (integer): indicates whether the program is runned auto-
C matically or interactive.
C LUN=5: interactive mode.
C LUN=8: automatic mode.
C STP (boolean): is set, if after an error the program has
C to be stopped.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: data-file.
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C UNIT=4: scratch-file (temporary storage).
C UNIT=?: scratch-file (processed data-file).
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE, COR, HEAD, INIT, OPEN$, REALI.
C
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SUBROUTINE HEAD(XPAR,X,X2,NU,LI,ISTR,ICOMP,ISTUUR,NRECBG)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
COMMON /EPS/CR
REAL*8 S(50,50) ,YPI(50) ,CRIT(50) ,DET(50) ,X(10) ,X2(10),

1 XPAR(51 ,10) ,R(50) ,C(50) ,YSOM(50) ,VAR(50,10)
DIMENSION PPCRE(10),IDELTA(10),NU(10),IP(50)
REAL*8 D,Q,X10
LOGICAL SINGLR

C
C This subroutine regulates the identification. The structu-
C re is derived, as well as the parametric identification is
C performed.
C
C Parameters:
C LI (integer): indicates the listing mode.
C LI=O: short listing.
C LI=1: complete listing.
C ISTR (integer): switch, which indicates whether the struc-
C ture is given or has to be found.
C ISTR=O: structural identification has to
C be runned.
C ISTR=1: structure is given.
C ICOMP (integer): indicates the estimation-method which has
C to be used.
C ICOMP=O: least squares estimator.
C ICOMP=1: compensated least squares estima-
C tor.
C ISTUUR (integer): indicates, whether the structural or the
C parametric identification has to be run-
C ned •

. C ISTUUR=O: structural identification.
C ISTUUR=1: parametric identification.
C NRECBG (integer): start-sample of the estimation.
C NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
C X(10) (double): contains the means of the inputs and the
C outputs.
C X2(10) (double): contains the variances of the inputs and
C the outputs.
C XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the
C subsystems.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C COV, CRTDCM, CRTDTM, PRINT, PRINTS, PRINTX, PRINTY,
C REGRES, SADJ, SOLVE, SUPDAT, TESTNU, $DSQRT.
C
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SUBROUTINE HQR(N,H,WR,WI,IERR)
COMMON /KOLKDM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
INTEGER EN,ENM2
REAL*8 NORM,MACHEP,R,Y,S,ZZ,T,P,W,Q,X
REAL*8 H(50,50),WR(50),WI(50)
LOGICAL NOTLAS

C
C This subroutine computes the eigenvalues of the matrix A,
C if this matrix is presented in the orthonormal Hessenberg
C form.
C
C Parameters:
C N (integer): contains the dimension of the matrix A.
C IERR (integer): equals zero, if no error is detected.
C A(50,50) (double): contains the matrix A in the orthonormal
C Hessenberg form.
C WR(50) (double): contains on exit the real parts of the
C eigenvalues.
C WI(50) (double): contains on exit the imaginairy parts of
C the eigenvalues.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C $DSIGN, $DSQRT, $MINO.
C

SUBROUTINE IMPULS(LUN)
INTEGER NU(10)
REAL U(10),Y(10),YMIN(10),YMAX(10)
REAL*8 A(50,50),B(50,10),C(10,50),D(10,10),XO(50),XN(50)
LOGICAL STP

C
C This subroutine generates the Markov-parameters of the
C system.
C
C Parameters:
C LUN (integer): indicates whether the program runs automa-
C tically or interactive.
C LUN=5: interactive mode.
C LUN=8: automatic mode.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: impulse-response file.
C UNIT=]: model-file.
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE, OPEN$.
C
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SUBROUTINE INIGEN(IP,IQ,IRANK,A,B,C,D,IIN,AMPIN,OFFSET,XO,
:£ XN,UO,FLNAME)

DIMENSION IIN(IP,6),AMPIN(IP,6),XO(IRANK),XN(IRANK),UO(IP),
:£ A(IRANK,IRANK),B(IRANK,IP),C(IQ,IRANK),D(IQ,IP),OFFSET(IQ)

INTEGER IP,IQ,IRANK
BYTE ANSWER,FLNAME(10)

C
C This subroutine interacts with the user and initalizes all
C inputs, the state-vector and the A-matrix of the system.
C
C Parameters:
C IP (integer): number of inputs.
C IQ (integer): number of outputs.
C IRANK (integer): order of the system.
C IIN(IP,6) (integer): contains on exit which input-signals
C shall be used.
C AMPIN(IP,6) (real): contains on exit the amplitudes of the
C input signals.
C XO(IRANK) (real): contains on exit the initial state.
C XN(IRANK), UO(IP) (real): set to zero.
C OFFSET(IQ) (real): contains on exit the offset-values of
C the outputs.
C A(IRANK,IRANK) (real): contains on exit the A-matrix of the
C system.
C B(IRANK,IP) (real): contains on exit the B-matrix of the
C system.
C C(IQ,IRANK) (real): contains on exit the C-matrix of the
C system.
C D(IQ,IP) (real): contains on exit the D-matrix of the sys-
C tem.
C FLNAME(11) (byte): contains on exit the file-name of the
C data-file.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines.
C None.
C
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SUBROUTINE INIT(LUN,LI,IRUN,ICONT,ICOMP,ISTR,ID,NREC,NRECBG,N
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
COMMON /EPS/CR
DIMENSION NU(10)
BYTE KOP(80),FLNAME(18),ANSWER

C
C This subroutine interacts with the user of the program.
C The user may set some switches. This subroutine checks
C some parameters of the input-file.
C
C Parameters:
C LUN (integer): indicates whether the program runs auto-
C matically or interactive.
C LUN=5: interactive mode.
C LUN=8: automatic mode.
C LI (integer): indicates the listing mode.
C LI=O: short listing.
C LI=1: complete listing.
C IRUN (integer): indicates the operation.
C IRUN=1: identification.
C IRUN=2: simulation.
C IRUN=3: generation of Markov-parameters.
C IRUN=4: data-generation.
C IRUN=5: creation of the file for auto-
C matic identification.
C ICONT (integer): indicates the first run.
C ICONT=O: first run.
C ICONT=1: any other run.
C ICOMP (integer): indicates the estimation-method which has
C to be used.
C ICOMP=O: least squares estimator.
C ICOMP=1: compensated least squares estima-
C tor.
C ISTR (integer): switch, which indicates whether the struc-
C ture is given or has to be found.
C ISTR=O: structural identification has to
C be runned.
C ISTR=1: structure is given.
C ID (integer): indicates whether the D-matrix correction is
C used.
C ID=O: no D-matrix correction.
C ID=1: D-matrix correction.
C NREC (integer): contains the number of samples in the
C data-file.
C NRECBG (integer): start-sample of the estimation.
C NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants, if
C ISTR=1 •
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: data-file.
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C UNIT=4: scratch-file (S and YSOM storage).
C UNIT=?: scratch-file (processed data-file).
C UNIT=8: command-file (in automatic mode).
C
C Routines:
C OPEN$, CLOSE.
C
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SUBROUTINE OFFSET
REAL*8 A(50,50),BIAS(10,10),D(10),C(10),Q
DIMENSION NU(10),IP(10)
LOGICAL SING"LR

C
C This subroutine computes the offset values of the outputs.
C
C Parameters:
C None.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: model-file.
C UNIT=2: model-file (new).
C UNIT=3: output-file.
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE, CRTDC1, CRTSL1, OPEN$.
C

SUBROUTINE OFSET(A,BIAS,D,C,NU)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 A(50,50),BIAS(50,10),D(50),C(50),Q
DIMENSION NU(10),IP(10)
LOGICAL SINGLR

C
C This subroutine computes the offset of the outputs out of
C the estimated parameters.
C
C Parameters:
C NU(10) (integer): contains'the structural invariants.
C A(50,50) (double): contains the elements of the matrix A
C of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
C BIAS(50,10),D(50),C(50) (double): scratch-matrix and
C -vectors.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=3: output-file.
C
C Routines:
C CRTDC2, CRTSL2, CLOSE, OPEN$.
C
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SUBROUTINE ORTHES(N,A)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 A(50,50),ORT(50)
REAL*8 F,G,H,SCALE

This subroutine decomposes the matrix A into the orthonor
mal Hessenberg form.

Parameters:
N (integer): contains the dimension of the matrix A.
A(50,50) (double): contains on exit the orthonormal Hes-

senberg form of the matrix A.

Files:
None.

Routines:
$DSIGN, $DSQRT.

SUBROUTINE PRINT(X,X2,CRIT,DET,NU,YPI,PPCRE)
COMMON /EPS/CR
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 X(10),CRIT(50),DET(50),X2(10),YPI(50)
DIMENSION PPCRE(10),NU(10),KSTR(10)

C
C This subroutine prints the results of the structural iden-
C tification in the complete mode.
C
C Parameters:
C NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
C PPCRE(10) (real): contains the values of the PPCRE's.
C X(10) (double): contains the means of the inputs and out-
C puts.
C X2(10) (double): contains the variances of the inputs and
C outputs.
C CRIT(50) (double): contains the smallest pivots.
C DET(50) (double): contains the determinants.
C YPI(50) (double): contains all the computed PPCRE's.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C
C Routines:
C OPEN$, CLOSE.
C
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SUBROUTINE PRINTR(IDIMM,NU,A,B,D,R,C,STABLE,LI)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
LOGICAL STABLE
REAL*8 A(50,50),B(50,10),D(10,10),R(50),C(50)
DIMENSION NU(10),K1(50)

This subroutine prints the results of the realization pro
cedure.

Parameters:
IDIMM (integer): contains the order of the system.
LI (integer): indicates the listing mode.

LI=O: short listing.
LI=1: complete listing.

NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
A(50,50) (double): contains the elements of the matrix A

of the quadrupe (A,B,C,D).
B(50,10) (double): contains the elements of the matrix B

of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
D(10,10) (double): contains the elements of the matrix D

of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
R(50) (double): contains the real parts of the eigenvalues

of the matrix A.
C(50) (double): contains the imaginairy parts of the eigen

values of the matrix A.
STABLE (boolean): is set if the realization is stable.

Files:
UNIT=2: output-file.

Routines:
OPENS, CLOSE.

SUBROUTINE PRINTS(X,X2,NU,PPCRE)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 X(15),X2(10)
DIMENSION PPCRE(10),NU(10),KSTR(10)

C
C This subroutine prints the results of the structural iden-
C tification in the short mode.
C
C Parameters:
C NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
C PPCRE(10) (real): contains the values of the PPCRE's.
C X(10) (double): contains the means of the inputs and out-
C puts.
C X2(10) (double): contains the variances of the inputs and
C outputs.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C
C Routines:
C OPENS, CLOSE.
C
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SUBROUTINE PRINTX(XPAR,VAR,X2,NU)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XPAR(51,10),X2(10),VAR(50,10)
DIMENSION NU(10)

C
C This subroutine prints the results of the parametric iden-
C tification in the complete mode.
C
C Parameters:
C NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
C X2(10) (double): contains the variances of the inputs and
C outputs.
C XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the
C subsystems.
C VAR(50,10) (double): contains the variances of the para-
C meters.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C
C Routines:
C OPEN$, CLOSE.
C

SUBROUTINE PRINTY(X2,XPAR)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 X2(10),XPAR(51,10)

C
C This subroutine prints the results of the parametric iden-
C tification in the short mode.
C
C Parameters:
C X2(10) (double): contains the variances of the inputs and
C outputs.
C XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the
C subsystems.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: output-file.
C
C Routines:
C OPEN$, CLOSE.
C
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SUBROUTINE RDBLCK(I1,K,NRECBG,XBLOCK)
COMMON !KOLADM!NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
DIMENSION XBLOCK(64,10)

This subroutine reads 64 samples of the input- and output
data-file.

Parameters:
I1 (integer): sample-number in use.
K (integer): on exit contains the value I1.
NRECBG (integer): start-sample of the estimation.
XBLOCK(64,10) (real): on exit contains 64 samples of the

file namely from number
NRECST+NRECBG+I1 to number
NRECST+NRECBG+I1+63.

Files:
UNIT=1: data-file.
UNIT=?: scratch-file (processed data-file).

Routines:
None.

SUBROUTINE RDS(S,YSOM)
COMMON !KOLADM!NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 S(50,50),YSOM(50)

C
C This subroutine reads the contents of matrix S and vector
C YSOM from a file.
C
C Parameters:
C S(50,50) (double): on exit contains the matrix S.
C YSOM(50) (double): on exit contains the vector YSOM.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=4: scratch-file (S and YSOM storage).
C
C Routines:
C None.
C
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SUBROUTINE RDS1(S)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 S(50,50)

C
C This subroutine reads the contents of the matrix S from a
C file.
C
C Parameters:
C S(50,50) (double): contains on exit the original contents
C of the matrix S.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=4: scratch-file (S storage).
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

SUBROUTINE READD(D)
REAL*8 D(10,10)
DIMENSION NU(10)

C
C This subroutine reads the contents of the matrix D from
C the file containing the estimated model.
C
C Parameters:
C D(10,10) (double): contains on exit the elements of the
C matrix D of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: model-file.
C
C Routines:
C OPEN$, CLOSE.
C
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SUBROUTINE REALI(XPAR,NU,LI,STABLE,IDOOR,ID)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
LOGICAL STABLE
REAL*8 XPAR(51 ,10) ,A(50,50) ,BA(50,10) ,R(50) ,C(50) ,D(10,10)
DIMENSION NU(10)

This subroutine regulates the realization, composed out
of the parameter-vectors XPAR.

Parameters:
IDOOR (integer): indicates the last run of the subroutine.

IDOOR=O: not the last run.
IDOOR=1: the last run.

ID (integer): indicates whether the the D-matrix is
used.
ID=O: no D-matrix correction.
ID=1; D-matrix correction.

LI (integer): indicates the listing mode.
LI=O: short listing.
LI=1: complete listing.

NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the

subsystems.
STABLE (boolean): is set, if the realization is stable.

Files:
None.

Routines:
COMPA, COMPB, COMPBA, COMPM, COR, EIGVAL, OFSET, PRINTR,
RDS1, READD, SIMDAT, WRTS1.

SUBROUTINE REBIAS(XGEM,NOUT,NIN)
REAL*8 XGEM(10)
REAL X( 20)

C
C This subroutine added the mean values to the simulation-
C file.
C
C Parameters:
C NIN (integer): contains the number of inputs.
C NOUT (integer): contains the number of outputs.
C XGEM(10) (double): contains the means of the inputs and
C outputs.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=2: simulation-file.
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE.
C
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SUBROUTINE REGRES (X,X2,NRECBG)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 X(10),X2(10)
DIMENSION XINOUT(10)

C
C This subroutine computes the means and the variances over
C the number of samples in use (LSAM).
C
C Parameters:
C NRECBG (integer): start-sample of the estimation.
C X(10) (double): on exit contains the means of the inputs
C and outputs.
C X2(10) (double): on exit contains the variances of the
C inputs outputs.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: data-file.
C UNIT=?: scratch-file (processed data-file).
C
C, Routines:
C None.
C

C
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SUBROUTINE SADJ(S,NU,IDELTA,ISTR,KOL)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 S(50,50)
DIMENSION NU(10),IDELTA(10)

This subroutine adjusts the matrix to the right dimensions.
On exit all the elements of S, which correspond to a depen
dent output-vector, are skipped.

Parameters:
ISTR (integer): switch, which indicates whether the struc

ture is given or has to be found.
ISTR=O: structural identification has to

be runned.
ISTR=1: structure is given.

KOL (inte~er): number of skipped vectors.
IDELTA(10) (integer): contains the number of vectors of an

input or an output.
NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
S(50,50) (double): contains the matrix S.

Files:
None.

Routines:
None.
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SUBROUTINE SIGIN(IP,IQ,LSAM,IIN,AMPIN,U,UO,KX,KY)
DIMENSION IIN(IP,6),KX(IP*4+IQ),KY(IP*4+IQ),AMPIN(IP,6),
U(IP),UO(IP)
INTEGER IP,LSAM

This subroutine generates the input signals for the data
generation routine.

Parameters:
IP (integer): number of inputs.
IQ (integer): number of outputs.
LSAM (inte~er): number of samples.
IIN(IP,6) (integer): array the kind of input-signals,

which has to be used.
KX(IP*4+IQ) (integer): start-values for the noise-genera

tor.
KY(IP*4+IQ) (integer): start-values for the noise-genera

tor.
AMPIN(IP,6) (real): contains the amplitudes of the input

signals.
UO(IP) (real): contains input-signals of the previous run.
U(IP) (real): contains on exit the input-signals.

Files:
None.

Routines:
GAUSS, $COS, $SIGN, $SIN.
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SUBROUTINE SIM(LUN)
BYTE FLNAM1(14),FLNAM2(14)
INTEGER NU(10)
REAL U(10),Y(10),YMIN(10),YMAX(10),ERR(10),ERRMIN(10),

* ERRMAX(10),XPSIM(10),XPSIG(10)
REAL*8 A(50,50),B(50,10),C(10,50),D(10,10),XO(50),XN(50),

* YO(10,XGEM(10)
C
C This subroutine performs the simulation.
C
C Parameters:
C LUN (integer): indicates whether the program runs auto-
C mati cally or interactive.
C LUN=5: interactive mode.
C LUN=8: automatic mode.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: data-file.
C UNIT=2: simulation-file.
C UNIT=]: model-file.
C UNIT=4: output-file.
C UNIT=8: command-file.
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE, DEBIAS, OPEN$, REBIAS, $SQRT.
C

C
C
C
C
C
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SUBROUTINE SIMDAT(XPAR,A,BA,D,R,NU,IDIMM)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XH,XPAR(51,10),A(50,50),BA(50,10),D(10,10),R(50)
DIMENSION NU(10)

This subroutine writes the parameters of the (A,B,C,D) to
the file 'SIMDAT.DAT'.

Parameters:
IDIMM (integer): contains the dimension of the system.
NU(10) (inte~er): contains the structural invariants.
XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameters-values of the

subsystems.
A(50,50) (double): contains the elements of the matrix A

of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
BA(50,10) (double): contains the elements of the matrix B

of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
D(10,10) (double): contains the elements of the matrix D

of the quadruple (A,B,C,D).
R(50) (double): scratch-vector.

Files:
UNIT=6: model-file.

Routines:
OPEN$, CLOSE.
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SUBROUTINE SOLVE(NU,IDELTA,S,YSOM,XPAR,IP,R,C,ICOMP,ISTUUR)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XPAR(51,10),YSOM(50),S(50,50),R(50),
C(50)
DIMENSION NU(10),IDELTA(10),IP(50)
REAL*8 RMIN,XP,Q
LOGICAL SINGLR

This subroutines estimates the parameters of a subsystem
of the MIMO-system.

Parameters:
ICOMP (integer): indicates the estimation-method which has

to be used.
ICOMP=O: least squares estimator.
ICOMP=1: compensated least squares estima

tor.
ISTUUR (integer): indicates whether the structural or the

parametric identification is running.
ISTUUR=O: structural identification.
ISTUUR=1: parametric identification.

NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
IDELTA(10) (integer): contains the number of vectors of an

input or an output.
IP(50) (inte~er): scratch-vector.
XPAR(51,10) (double): contains the parameter-values of the

subsystems.
S(50,50),YSOM(50),R(50),C(50) (double): scratch-matrix

and -vectors.

Files:
None.

Routines:
CRTDCM, CRTSOL, CRTDTM, RDS.

SUBROUTINE STUUR
BYTE ANSWER,FLNAME(18),FLNAM1(14),FLNAM2(14),KOP(80)
DIMENSION NU(10)

C
C This subroutine creates the file with contains the infor-
C mation for the automatic run of the estimation, simulation
C or generation of the Markov-parameters.
C
C Parameters:
C None.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=1: output-file contains the information for the auto-
C matic run.
C
C Routines:
C CLOSE, OPEN$.
C
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SUBROUTINE SUPDAT(S,YSOM,IDELTA,KOLNEW,NRECBG)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 XHULP(50),YSOM(50),S(50,50)
DIMENSIONIDELTA(10),XBLOCK(64,10)
REAL*8 XHULP1

C
C This subroutine extends the matrix S with one row and one
C column and the vector YSOM with one element. This exten-
C sion corresponds with the extension of the information
C matrix R with one vector.
C
C Parameters:
C KOLNEW (integer): number of the column, which has been
C added during the previous run of ,this
C routine, on exit the number of the
C column, which has been added during this
C run of the routine.
C NRECBG (integer): start-sample of the estimation
C IDELTA(10) (integer): contains the number of vectors of an
C input or an output.
C S(50,50) (double): contains the matrix S, on exit th~
C extended matrix S.
C YSOM(50) (double): contains the vector YSOM, on exit the.
C extended vector YSOM.
C
C Files:
C None.
C
C Routines:
C RDBLCK, RDS, WRTS.
C

SUBROUTINE TESTNU(DET,NU,IDELTA,INU)
COMMON'/EPS/CR
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 DET(50)
DIMENSION NU(10),IDELTA(10)
INTEGER INU

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

This subroutine compares the PPCRE with the given crite
rium-value CR (if the structural invariant equals zero).
If the decrease is less then the criterium-value the
structural invariant NU(I) is set to IDELTA(I)-2.

Parameters:
INU (integer): this integer is increased by one if a

structural invariant is found.
NU(10) (integer): contains the structural invariants.
IDELTA(10) (integer): contains the number of vectors of an

input or an output.
DET(50) (double): contains the PPCRE-values.

Files:
None.

Routines:
None.
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Routines:
CLOSE, GAUSS, INIGEN, SIGIN, ADMIN, OPEN$, $SQRT.

Files:
UNIT=1: data-file.
UNIT=2: scratch-file (temporary noise storage).
UNIT=3: information-file.

This subroutine generates a data-file, containing input
and output-data of a 5-dimensional system with 3 inputs
and 2 outputs.

Parameters:
None.

SUBROUTINE SYST
PARAMETER IP=3,IQ=2,IRANK=5,NOUT=1 ,IRARK=2
REAL UMIN(IP),UMAX(IP),Y(IQ),OFFSET(IQ),A(IRANK,IRANK),

* YMIN(IQ),YMAX(IQ),B(IRANK,IP),C(IQ,IRANK),XP(IRANK),
* XN(IRANK),KSI(IQ),AR(IRARK,IRARK),E(IQ),XPS(IQ),XPN(IQ),
* XNOISE(IQ),BR(IRARK,IQ),CR(IQ,IRARK),XPR(IRARK),XNR(IRARK)
* ,U1 (IP) ,UO(IP) ,AMPIN(IP,6) ,D(IQ,IP)

INTEGER IIN(IP,6),KX(IP*4+IQ),KY(IP*4+IQ)
BYTE FLNAME(11),FLNAM1 (11),ANSWER
DATA FLNAME/'S','Y','S','T',' ','.','D','A','T',' I,' ,/
DATA KX/12343,3457,19876,29876,2765,9876,7645,1234,5464,
1265,23412,19843,3765,6111/
DATA KY/7565,12654,8764,1234,5234,25647,21987,6975,3451,
9999,4097,17765,10010,3654/
DATA B/ .5,1. ,0. ,-1.2, .5,-.4, .3,-1. ,1. ,-.7, .6, .5, .75,0. ,1./,

C/-.5, 1.,1.2, .75,0.,1.75,1.45,-.8,2. ,0./,
D/6*0./

DATA AR/0.85,0.0,0.0,0.75/,
BR/1 •0 , 0 •0 , 0 •0 , 1 •0/ ,
CR/1 .0,0.0,0.0, 1.0/

*

*

*
*

*
*

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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SUBROUTINE WRTS(S,YSOM)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 S(50,50),YSOM(50)

C
C This subroutine writes the contents of the matrix S and the
C vector YSOM into a file.
C
C Parameters:
C S(50,50) (double): contains the matrix S.
C YSOM(50) (double): contains the vector YSOM.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=4: scratch-file (S and YSOM storage).
C
C Routines:
C None.
C

SUBROUTINE WRTS1(S)
COMMON /KOLADM/NKOL,IWYZIG,LSAM,NRECST,NVAR,IKOL,NIN,NOUT
REAL*8 S(50,50)

C
C This subroutine writes the contents of the matrix S to a
C file.
C
C Parameters:
C S(50,50) (double): contains the matrix S, which has to be
C saved.
C
C Files:
C UNIT=4: scratch-file (S storage).
C
C. Routines:
C None.
C
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Chapter 2

Building the task-file GUI.TSK

The task has to be build in overlay mode. The calling scheme is
given (see figure 2.1). From this scheme an overlay structure is
derived (figure 2.2a). This overlay structure is written in the
file GUI.ODL. The labels are given in figure 2.2b. The task can
be build via the file GUI.CMD (command TKB GUI).

File GUI.CMD

GUI,GUI/-sp/-SH=GUI/MP
ACTFIL=6
UNITS=8
ASG=SY:1 :2:3:4:6:7:8,TI:5

II

Le GUI.ODL

.FCTR HEAD-RDS

.FCTR *(SUPDAT-*(RDBLCK,WRTS),PRINT,PRINTY,PRINTS,PRINTX)

.FCTR *(TESTNU,REGRES,SADJ)

.FCTR *(COMPA,COMPBA,COMPM,SIMDAT,PRINTR,WRTS1,RDS1,COR,READD)

.FCTR CRTDCM-CRTSOL-CRTDTM-*(SOLVE,COV)

.FCTR EIGVAL-*(HQR,ORTHES)

.FCTR OFFSET-*(CRTDC1,CRTSL1)

.FCTR OFSET-*(CRTDC2,CRTSL2)

.FCTR COMPB-*(CRTDCM,CRTSOL)

.FCTR SIM-*(DEBIAS,REBIAS)

.FCTR *(STUUR,SYST-GAUSS-SIGIN-*(INIGEN,ADMIN))

.FCTR COR1-(COR,READD)

.ROOT MAIN-*(GUI-*(L,INIT,REALI-*(E,G,I,J1),B-*(C,C1,F)),IMPULS,K,J,L)

.END
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Figure 2.1 Calling scheme or the program GUT.
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Figure 2.2 Overlay structure of the program QUI.
(a) given in subroutine-names
(b) given with label-nemes (compare file QUI.ODL
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